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Editorial
Dear Reader,

The Hand of Yahweh in
The Current Crisis

all praise be to God. For He is emptying out
the churches to restore His folk!! Quote
from Adam De Witt’s book, The Fall and
Rise of Abraham’s Kin.
Those who engross themselves in the mass
media, TV, Smart Phones, etc., which emit
subliminal scalar wave mind control signals will
readily be conditioned to receive the vaccines
designed to turn them into compliant slaves of
the state and much worse. Already reports are
coming in of people dying after receiving the
shot or succumbing to disabling ailments.

However, on a brighter note, it states in Obidiah
8: “Jacob will be a fire and Joseph a flame; Esau
As we witness the crumbling of Babylon, it is will be stubble, and they will set him on fire and
possible to see the hand of Yahweh punishing destroy him. There will be no survivors from
His people for going after strange gods and Esau. The Lord has spoken”.
worshipping the “Image of the Beast”. The
church talks of a great revival prior to Christ’s While there have been previously perilous times
second coming, However the Scriptures state and great tribulation here on Earth affecting large
otherwise:
areas of the planet, such as Noah’s flood, this is
the first time a crisis has encompassed the whole
Will there be a great Christian revival
world since the creation of Adam! The sad fact
coming from the churches? God answers in
is, that many of our kith and kin will fall to the
Ezekiel 34:10, “Behold, I am against the
whiles of the enemy because of their fixation on
shepherds (that’s funny, Jesus said the same
a false reality created on their media - But praise
thing!) and I will require my flock at their
Yahweh the darkest hour is before the dawn of
hand, and cause them to cease from
a new era!!
feeding the flock (end their ministries,
empty their churches), neither shall the
editor@newensign.com
shepherds feed themselves anymore; for
This magazine is for private subscription only
I will deliver my flock from their mouth
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
(Israelites will stop hanging on to their every
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
word) that they may not be meat for them.”
entity.
Sounds like the end of the churches to me,
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Warning to The World:
Corona-Virus and The Mark of The Beast
By
Pastor Eli James
2 Thess 2:3 Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day shall not come, except there
come a falling away first, (apostasia, a defection
from the true faith, modernism, antinomianism,
ecumenism, materialism, etc.) and that man of
sin be revealed, the son of perdition;
2 Thess 2:4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself
above all that is called God, or that is
worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the
temple of God, shewing himself that he is God.

This is what the 700 Club calls “encouraging
content’? First minute:

Introduction to the Series in 5 or
More Parts

The Mark of the Beast Is Introduced

1 666: Coronavirus and the mark
of the Beast

Rev 13:16 And he causeth all, both small and
great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a
mark in their right hand, or in their
foreheads:

2 The “Sorceries” of Big Pharma
3 The Beast System and the
Perpetual Surveillance State
4 The False Prophet

Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell,
save he that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name.
Rev 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast: for
it is the number of a man; and his number is Six
hundred threescore and six.

5 Anti-Christ Positively Identified
Part 1: 666: Coronavirus and the
Mark of the Beast
The Great Apostasy
Predicted by Paul
2 Thess 2:1 Now we beseech you, brethren, by
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our
gathering together unto him,
2 Thess 2:2 That ye be not soon shaken in mind,
or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor
by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is
at hand.

To Whom or What Does the Number 666
Apply?
S YOU CAN PROBABLY GUESS, the
number 666 has appeared in the
alternative media with great frequency in
the early 21st Century because of technological
and legal developments regarding vaccines and
globalism. However, both mass media and
mainstream churchianity have ignored this
subject with embarrassing aplomb. This is
because MSM, news and entertainment,
collectively, are the “image of the Beast.” And
churchianity, ie, the Great Apostasy predicted
by Paul in II Thess. 2, is the “False Prophet.”
(These two subjects to be covered in greater
detail in later instalments.)

A
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Revelation 14 gives us a bit more information communicate with identification systems – and
about this mark:
that’s where the evangelicals get upset.
Rev 14:8 And there followed another angel,
saying, Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great
city, because she made all nations drink of the
wine of the wrath of her fornication.

The Mark of The Beast

Rev 14:9 And the third angel followed them,
saying with a loud voice, If any man worship the
beast and his image, and receive his mark in his
forehead, or in his hand,
Rev 14:10 The same shall drink of the wine of The people at the right of the illumination
the wrath of God, which is poured out without are receiving the Mark of the Beast. Getty
mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he
Center/Google Cultural Institute /
shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the
Wikimedia Commons
presence of the holy angels, and in the presence
of the Lamb:
What does a chip implant have to do with the
Bible? Believers see echoes of RFID chips in a
Rev 14:11 And the smoke of their torment short passage in the Book of Revelation
ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have
no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and My research has found that they made the
his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of connection for two main reasons. First, when
his name.
bio-hackers chip themselves, they typically put
the RFID chip into the palm of one hand because
What is The Mark?
it’s easy to wave that at sensors to open doors or
process payments, and the scripture specifically
mentions the mark on a person’s hand. In
addition, some people have injected RFID chips
containing credit card payment information,
(into their hands).
The authors of a best-selling book about RFID
and surveillance – “Spy-chips” – published
an alternative version targeted at evangelical
Christians… The main RFID industry
publication even published a refutation of those
claims. Of course, the secular world and MSM
are not going publicize information that provides
any warning whatsoever.

A doctor implants an RFID chip in a
patient’s hand. Paul Hughes /
Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA
Many domestic pets are micro-chipped with
RFID, encoding information that helps them
reunite with their owners if they get lost. Some
humans have also chosen to microchip
themselves so their bodies can wirelessly

In the years since, the connection between RFID
and the mark has remained prominent. In 2017,
a Wisconsin company offered to pay for its
employees to get RFID implants – if they
voluntarily chose to. The company’s Google
business listing was flooded with more than
100 one-star reviews, many of which said it was
a sin to use RFID as a form of identification or
payment. Some of them were specific about what
was wrong, saying the company was “doing the
dirty work for Satan himself” and urging
employees to “read your Bible. This is the first
sign of the mark of the beast.”
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Charles Walton, the Inventor of the RFID Chip: a job without one. And many Christians in the
1930’s thought the reason Roosevelt and his
The first of Walton’s RFID-related creations, a progressive Democrats outlawed gold coins was
portable radio frequency emitting identifier uses because of their trade value and the fact that they
an electrical current from a radio transceiver, or had no serial number and couldn’t be tracked.
reader, to activate a key card when the two are They argued that paper money has a serial
within six inches of each other. This invention number that can be recorded and tracked.
served as the basis for his first successful
product, a type of sensor-based, electronic door Our primary source of income, our employers,
key.
will be tied to the 5G wireless banking system
The banning of private ownership of gold and
Walton developed the product with the Schlage the creation of the social security system may
lock company. The system went into production have been an attempt to establish the mark of the
in the late 1970’s, and Walton licensed the beast, but it couldn’t work because the
technology to other companies as well. Many of technology wasn’t available to monitor every
today’s popular key-card/sensor lock systems personal transaction of every person on the
are based on his original design.
planet.
Walton’s other RFID devices include two
different types of RFID tags and a digital version
of RFID that made it possible to change data on
key cards, a technology now owned by
Westinghouse. He also developed a system for
handling automated toll collection. He sold other
technologies to companies such as Checkpoint
and the Hughes Identification Company. In
2004, he patented a "Proximity card with
incorporated PIN code protection.”

Besides that, cash cannot be tracked or
monitored because it’s physical currency and
could change hands numerous times before it
gets back to a bank. The technology just wasn’t
available to monitor every transaction at the time.
However, intelligent connectivity, artificial
intelligence, can be used to monitor every
individual transaction world wide.

Though in the 1970’s and 1980’s, the bar code
was the preferred solution for identifying
products in stores and warehouses, mostly
because it was much less expensive than an
RFID card or tag was then. Today, RFID
technology is commonly used everywhere from
warehouses to retail stores. Walton’s original
patents, however, have since expired, and many
more RFID device companies have appeared on
the playing field.
Once 5G technology is fully implemented, it will
allow banksters to eliminate cash entirely, and it
Walton died in 2011 at the age of 89.
will give them and the government total control
over everyone’s assets and transactions.
Mr. Walton, who later became a Christian, began Banksters will be able to monitor every
to realize that his invention presaged the Mark transaction by everyone on the planet. Our
of the Beast: Video on how the RFID chip was primary source of income, our employers, will
invented: Here.
be tied to the 5G wireless banking system. We
will not be able to buy, sell or profit without
Luciferase Transhuman “Vaccine”
using the system, unless we barter or create our
own silver and gold coins - that without a doubt
5G and the Mark
will be criminalized by Congress again.
In the past, many Christians thought the mark of Without a doubt, 5G is the technology that will
the beast was the social security system, but usher in the Mark of the Beast.
buying and selling doesn’t require a social
security number, although it’s impossible to get What You Need to Know: COVID-19-vaccine
( Page 5 )
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From the mouth of the Bill Gates itself: that you
need to know about the COVID-19 vaccine
By Bill Gates - April 30, 2020 10 minute read.

This process works well for most vaccines, but
the normal development timeline isn’t good
enough right now. Every day we can cut from
this process will make a huge difference to the
world in terms of saving lives and reducing
trillions of dollars in economic damage.
So, to speed up the process, vaccine developers
are compressing the timeline. This graphic
shows how: Imprintable Tattoos:

One of the questions I get asked the most these
days is when the world will be able to go back
to the way things were in December before the
coronavirus pandemic. My answer is always the
same: when we have an almost perfect drug to
treat COVID-19, or when almost every person
on the planet has been vaccinated against
coronavirus.

Wearable Sensors Can Be Printed
Directly onto Skin at Room
Temperature
By Nick Lavars
October 12, 2020

Humankind has never had a more urgent task
than creating broad immunity for coronavirus.
Realistically, if we’re going to return to normal,
we need to develop a safe, effective vaccine. We
need to make billions of doses, we need to get
them out to every part of the world, and we need
all of this to happen as quickly as possible.
That sounds daunting, because it is. Our
foundation is the biggest funder of vaccines in
the world, and this effort dwarfs anything we’ve
ever worked on before. It’s going to require a
global cooperative effort like the world has never
seen. But I know it’ll get done. There’s simply
no alternative.
Here’s what you need to know about the race to
create a COVID-19 vaccine. The world is
creating this vaccine on a historically fast
timeline.
Dr. Anthony Fauci has said he thinks it’ll take
around eighteen months to develop a coronavirus
vaccine. I agree with him, though it could be as
little as 9 months or as long as two years.
Although eighteen months might sound like a
long time, this would be the fastest scientists
have created a new vaccine. Development
usually takes around five years. Once you pick
a disease to target, you have to create the vaccine
and test it on animals. Then you begin testing for
safety and efficacy in humans.

An example of the new wearable sensor
developed at Penn State University Ling Zhang,
Penn State/Cheng Lab and Harbin Institute of
Technology
Flexible electronics have opened up some
interesting possibilities when it comes to
wearable sensors that can be applied to the skin,
taking the form of tattoo-like films and sleeves
that monitor various aspects of human health.
Scientists at Penn State University have now
developed one they say can be safely printed
directly onto the skin, where it can track things
like body temperature and blood oxygen levels,
before being washed off once the job is done.

Charagma
Microchip implants, 666, Chi-Xi-Stigma,
Charagma, Epi Author is “Riding the
Beast”
Charagma - The Mark in Mark of the Beast
The Greek word for mark is charagma. Strong's
Concordance defines charagma as "a scratch or
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etching", "a badge of servitude", "graven", and
finally "mark" [5]. Strong's also notes that
charagma is directly related to the Greek
word charax, which means "to sharpen to a
point" and also describes "a stake" [6].
As noted above, one of the definitions of
Charagma is graven. The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language defines
graven as follows:
1. To sculpt or carve; engrave.
2. To stamp or impress deeply; fix
permanently.

I challenge you to think of something in the
natural world that resembles a syringe more
Liddell and Scott's An Intermediate Greek- closely than the fang of a snake!
English Lexicon defines charagma as "the mark
of a pointed instrument, a tattoo-mark, brand" [7]. The book of Amos mentions the day of the Lord
and a serpent bite to the hand in consecutive
From these definitions we get a clear picture of verses. The lion and bear mentioned in the same
a surface being pierced by a sharp point, or the passage also bring to mind the beast in Revelaact of using a tool to engrave. The relationship tion 13:2. This may foreshadow the Mark of the
between the Mark of the Beast (charagma) and Beast in the last days.
a syringe that pierces the skin is obvious. It's also
Amos 5:18. Woe unto you that desire the
been noted that a microchip is etched or
day of the Lord! to what end is it for you?
engraved during it's production [8].
the day of the Lord is darkness, and not
light.
The definitions of charagma — coupled with the
fact that sub-dermal microchips are injected
19. As if a man did flee from a lion, and a
using a specialized syringe — make it clear that
bear met him; or went into the house, and
the Mark of the Beast could very well be a
leaned his hand on the wall, and a serpent
microchip implanted into the hand.
bit him.
The earliest use of the word Charagma outside
of the Bible describes the piercing bite of a He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it; and whoso
snake. There's a disturbing connection between breaketh an hedge, a serpent shall bite him.
the piercing serpent Satan (Isaiah 27:1), the "bite Ecclesiastes 10:8
of the serpent" (charagma), and syringeinjectable microchips. This verse brings to mind A hedge symbolizes protection, so let God take
the serpent in Revelation 20:2 which gives power care of you! It may prove to be a blessing to give
your life rather than accept the bite of the
to the Beast (Revelation 13:4).
serpent, the charagma, the Mark of the Beast.
"[Charagma] is an engraved, etched, branded or
inscribed 'mark' or ‘sign'. Closest to the original And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and
sense[...] is the earliest example in Soph. Phil., judgment was given unto them: and I saw the
267, where [charagma] denotes the bite of a souls of them that were beheaded for the witness
of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had
snake."
not worshipped the beast, neither his image,
Theological Dictionary of the New Testament neither had received his mark upon their fore(vol 9, page 416): "any mark engraved, heads, or in their hands; and they lived and
imprinted, or branded, ch. echidnes the serpent's reigned with Christ a thousand years. Revelation
mark, i.e. its bite, sting"Charagma - Henry 20:4
George Liddell, Robert Scott, A Greek-English
Chi-Xi-Stigma - Six Hundred Threescore and
Lexicon
Six - 666.
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That was well over a decade ago and now these
contactless tokens come standard in most credit
cards and phones. Stores are readily able to
accept such tokens regardless of whether they're
embedded in plastic or flesh. The buying and
selling is in place. How much longer until
implanted security tokens become mainstream?
The definition of "token" for stigma provides a
hint that the mark will be readily adopted due its
close relationship to money, identification, and
commerce. And where any of these are found,
security is close by. Security will play a significant role in selling the Mark of the Beast (1
Early Biblical translators chose to spell out the Thessalonians 5:3).
number 666 - Six hundred threescore and six.
This is one of the rare exceptions in the English Many Eastern traditions also hold that Chi is an
Bible where a number is spelled out instead of internal energy flow. While traditionally a spirusing a numeric representation. This treatment itual belief, it's still an interesting fact that future
of 666 brings focus to the individual characters versions of these microchips could be powered
which allow us to gain a further understanding by an internal energy source like Thermo Life.
of the Mark of the Beast.
The shape of Xi as written in
If we look at the Greek we see that 666 is
Greek shares a close likeness to
presented with three letters: Chi - Xi - Stigma.
a curled up snake ready to
The numeric values of these three Greek letters
strike. Stigma also resembles a
add up to 666.
serpent that is coiled and ready
to strike. This is another hint to
Token of Perdition
Charagma as the bite of a serpent. And as noted
by one of our readers, the antenna located in a
microchip is a coil of wire.
Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding
count the number of the beast: for it is the
number of a man; and his number is Six hundred
threescore and six. Revelation 13:18.

To be continued OS23165

Steven Books
Another intriguing definition of stigma in it's
English usage is "token". Anyone familiar with
digital security will recognize a token as a
physical device that's used to gain various levels
of access [11]. That's exactly what a microchip
implant is &em; a security token.
.
Ultimately, the ideal solution for merchants will
be a reader that is based on an open standard and
capable of accepting each card's contactless
token. The convergence of contactless payment
"I wanted to get chipped," he says. "It's entirely
up to me what I put on my chip, I've been
involved with authentication for 20 years, working with biometrics, and I was promoting the
token. Now I am the token." RFID is literally
getting under people's skin.

League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Old Testament
“Word for Word” Deuteronomy Part 16
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
mother, and take the young to you; that it may
be well with you, and you may lengthen 748
your days.
8. When you build a new house, you shall make
a parapet 4624 for your roof, so that you do not
bring blood guilt upon your house, if anyone
falls from there.
9. You shall not sow 2232 your vineyard 3754
with mixed seed 3610, lest be made unholy
6942 the harvest 3754 of the seed 2233 which
you have sown, and the harvest of your vineyard.

Chapter 22

1. You shall not see your kinsman's 251 ox 7794
or his sheep 7716 go astray 5080, and hide 10. You shall not plough 2790 with an ox and an
yourself 5956 from them: you shall surely ass together 3162.
return 7725/7725 them to your kinsman.
11. You shall not wear 3827 mixed materials
2. And if he is not a near 7138 kinsman to you, 8162 of wool 6785 and linen 6593 together.
or if you do not know who he is, then you shall
gather 622 it to the midst 8432 of your house, 12. Tassels 1434 you shall make upon the four
and it shall be with you until that kinsman 702 corners 3671 of your covering 3682 with
seeks after 1875 it, and you shall return it to him. which you cover yourself 3680.
3. In a like manner 3651 you shall do with his
ass 2543; and you shall do with his his mantle
8071; and with all lost things 9 of your
kinsman's, which he lost 6, and you have found
4672, and you shall do likewise: you may not
hide yourself.

13. If any man takes a wife, and goes in to her,
and hates 8130 her,

14. and charges 7760 wanton 5949 matters 1697
against her, and brings forth upon her a name
that is evil 7451, and says, "I took this woman,
and when I approached 7126 her, I found 4672
4. You shall not see your kinsman's ass, or his ox no 3808 virginity 1331. "
fall down by the wayside, and hide yourself
from them: you shall surely raise them up 6965 15. Then shall take the father of the damsel
5291, and her mother, and shall come forth with
together 5973.
the virginity token 1331 of the damsel to the
5. A woman 802 shall not wear garments 3627 elders of the city in the gate;
of a man 1397, neither shall a man put on 3847
a woman's garment 8071; because all that do so 16. and shall say the father of the damsel to the
elders, "My daughter 1323 I gave to this man as
are abomination 8441 to Yahweh Eloheycha.
a wife, and he hates her;
6. If you come across 7122 a bird's 6833 nest
7064 before you in the way, in any tree, or on 17. and behold, he places 7760 in effect 5949,
the ground, with young ones 667 or eggs 1000, words 1697 against her, saying, "I did not find
and the mother 517 is laying 7257 upon the in your daughter virginity 1331'" but this 428 is
young, or upon the eggs, you shall not take the the virginity token of my daughter." And they
shall spread 6566 the bed covering 8071 before
mother with the young:
the elders of the city.
7. but you shall surely let go 7971/7971 the
( Page 9 )
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26. but to the damsel you shall do nothing; in the
damsel is no sin 2399 to death 4194: because as
when a man rises up against another, and
murders 7523 him, even so is this matter:
27. because he found her in the field, and the
betrothed damsel cried, and there was none to
save 3467 her.
28. If a man finds a virgin damsel, that is not
betrothed, and seizes her, and lies with her, and
they are found;
29. then that man that lay with her shall give to
18. And the elders of the city shall take the man the damsel’s father fifty shekels of silver, and
and chastise 3256 him:
she shall be his wife, because he has humbled
her, and he shall not send her away all his days.
19. and they shall fine 6064 him a hundred
shekels of silver, and give them to the father of
CHAPTER 22 NOTES
the damsel, because the man has brought forth
an evil name upon a virgin 1330 of Yisrael: and
Chapter 22 is loaded with serious rules for
she shall be his wife; he may 3201 not 3808
behaviour.
send her away 7971 all his days.
Verses 1-4 - It starts off with helping your racial
20. But, if this thing is true 571, and the tokens kinsman with straying livestock, overburdened
of virginity are not found for the damsel;
animals falling down, and in general "helping
your neighbour".
21. then they shall bring forth the damsel to the
door of her father's house, and the men of the Verse 5 prohibits "cross-dressing", and in
city shall stone 5619 her with stones 68 so that today’s permissive society, full of sodomites,
she dies. Because she has done folly 5039 in this is a major infraction.
Yis'rael, to act as a harlot 2181 in her father's
house. So you shall remove 1197 wickedness Verses 6 and 7 deal with birds‘ eggs, and chicks.
If you take a mother bird, you wipe out a breeder.
7451 from among you.
Soon you will have fewer birds. Also, not letting
22. If a man is found lying 7901 with a woman the mother see her young taken is merciful. Even
married 1166 to a husband 1167, then they shall a bird receives compassion from Yahweh. How
both 8147 die, the man that lay with the woman, much more so an adam?
and the woman. So you shall remove Verse 8 is about a safety rail for your flat roof,
wickedness from Yis'rael.
which they used as an open-air room in Yis'rael.
Common sense and consideration for others is
23. If a damsel, a virgin, is betrothed 781 to a what is stressed here.
man, and another man finds her in the city, and
lies with her;
Verses 9-11 prohibit the "mixing" of things,
which goes back to Genesis l:11,12; and Lev.
24. then you shall bring them both to the gate of 19:19.
that city, and you shall stone them with stones
so that they die; the damsel because she did not Verse 12 refers to a four cornered garment with
cry out 6817 in the city, and the man, because he tsitsith (tassels) on its corners. This is not a
has humbled 6031 another man's wife. So you fashion suggestion, but a direct commandment
to Yis'rael. The four cornered garment and
shall remove wickedness from among you.
tsitsith are a reminder of Yahweh's
25. But if a man finds a betrothed damsel in the commandments to Yis'rael, as stated in Numbers
field, and the man seizes 2388 her, and lies with 15:3 7-41. This commandment still applies to
her: then only the man that lay with her shall die: Yis'rael today. Just because the "jews" try to steal
our birthright does not mean we should allow it.
( Page 10 )
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All true male Yis'raelites should wear this type Verse 22 deals with an unfaithful wife, and the
of garment , and not only as a "prayer shawl". man she is caught with. Imagine if we enforced
Every day wear.
this one today? Society would be a lot different,
would it not?
Verses 13-19 speaks of a man lying about his
bride's virginity, and the penalty for those lies. Verses 23 and 24 deal with promiscuity again.
He was stuck with her forever, with no divorce There were serious penalties back then.
allowed. It was a standard custom, especially
among European royalty, to present the wedding Verse 25 deals death for a rapist, and innocence
sheet to the bride's father. Kings even hung it out is declared for the victim in verses 26 and 27.
of their window for all to see, and to show
consummation, which sealed the marriage. Verses 28 and 29 force a man to marry, and
Morality was a major factor then, but not now. forbids divorce from the maid he violates. Back
Virgins are somewhat hard to find these days. then, when you took a virgin, you were instantly
We are suffering consequences for this, as our married, or had some stiff penalty levied upon
family structure is disintegrating nationwide, as you. No "fooling around" was allowed.
our children are taught unscriptural behaviour in Verse 30 in the KJV is actually verse l of
our "schools", and through TV and movies.
Chapter 23.
Verses 20 and 21 gives the penalty death by
stoning) if what the husband says is true. This
would cut back on promiscuity if this were
enforced today, wouldn't it?

To be Continued

The Church Must Bust The COVID Tyranny
By John Rapport
“The people never give up their liberties
but under some delusion.” Edmund
Burke, 1784
When are religious leaders going to issue demands to their members? Demands to express
a duty to God first; above and beyond the
restrictions of the State.
These leaders certainly believe God created
humans with the quality of freedom. The Bible
irrevocably states it. Therefore, under the cover
of COVID, the State cannot remove that freedom.

C

The religious leaders must order their flocks to
rebel.

OVID: WHERE ARE THE COURAGEOUS RELIGIOUS LEADERS?
(Here’s one below. Facing great threats
but still opening his church) When are religious
leaders going to issue demands to their members? Demands to express a duty to God first;
above and beyond the restrictions of the State.
Religious leaders must order their flocks to
rebel. Every early story about every religion
shows how the State power of the day had to be
overcome.

Not just in order to attend church services; but
to live without fear, out in the open, without
hiding behind masks, without keeping their
distance, without lock-downs, without sacrificing their right to earn a living.
Several Catholic prelates have declared the
COVID fraud is being used as a rationale for
creating an anti-spiritual new world order. The
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next step is telling their Church members and
believers to rebel, to choose The Good and God.
Every early story about every religion shows
how the State power of the day had to be
overcome. Is it now time to develop terminal
amnesia about these origins?

Is civilization now so “advanced” that suffering
and even dying for one’s faith is considered
absurd?

Are those stories buried because they are inconvenient?

It seems to me people should renounce their
religion, if they’re unwilling to go to the wall
for it.
Just admit that what true faith requires is too
much.

Quoting from an anonymously written article,
“Ancient Christian Martyrdom: A Brief Overview”:

Is bargaining with the State over whether 10 or
50 members can enter a house of worship the
cutting edge of rebellion?

Jesus endured pain and torture, and surrendered
his human form, in order to save humanity, but
now faithful followers can declare their loyalty
during online virtual services. Or from their
cars, in a parking lot. Without feeling a tremor
of conscience.
Over the years, I’ve heard many claims that
America (and other Western nations) were
created on the basis of Christian values. Putting
aside counter-arguments, if that is the assertion,
then where is the courage to back it up?
“By 200 AD, the Christian faith had permeated
most regions of the Roman Empire, though
Christians were mostly in the larger urban areas
(Gaul, Lyons, Carthage, Rome). By 325, an
estimated 7 million were Christians with as
many as 2 million killed for the faith.”
Among the reasons for this vast persecution:
“Christian refusal to worship or honour other
gods was a source of great contention.”
“Christians were accused of being atheists
because of their denial of the other gods and
refusal of emperor worship. Thus, they were
accused of treason to the state.”
“For many provincial governors, Christians
were considered social radicals, rather than
being persecuted specifically for their faith
only.”
And now, in 2020, the major religious objection
to COVID restrictions concerns the number of
worshipers allowed inside a church during services?

What good are these claims, if in a great crisis,
there is no mass rebellion, out in the open,
against the tyrannical State, on behalf of God?
Again, mass rebellion means the refusal to wear
masks, the refusal to maintain distancing, the
refusal to obey lock-downs or close businesses.
It means reclaiming freedom.
But perhaps some people believe God wants
obedience to the State. He wants his loyal
followers to submit to the lock-downs. He wants
worshipers to surrender to an all-encompassing
secular new world order, in which citizens will
function as pawns in a Brave New World
technocracy. He wants the faithful to be stripped
of their humanity. If so, let’s hear THAT argument.
Months ago, I said pastors and priests and other
religious leaders should stand up in their houses
of worship and confess their lack of courage and
resign their positions. Confess they are unworthy to lead congregations. Ask for the most
brave to step forward and take over.

Is this the evolution of faith, or its destruction,
at the hands of the faithful themselves?

That’s a Correct Course of Action.

Is Conscience “Outmoded”?

Why should these religious leaders make superficial distinctions about the limits of rebellion?
( Page 12 )
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In order to maintain their non-profit status with Twelve days ahead of Ontario’s full Boxing Day
the State? In order to keep their flock comfort- lock-down, Windsor-Essex went in to a grey
able?
zone on December 12 and restricted non-essential places, like Pastor Aaron Rock’s Harvest
Jesus: “Blessed are those who are persecuted Bible Church Windsor. Disregarding the new
because of righteousness, for theirs is the king- measure, he steadfastly opened his church for
dom of heaven.”
services on Sunday, December 20, 2020 and
now faces a fine ranging from $10,000 to
But perhaps, in these enlightened times, people $100,000 and up to one year in prison for
should worship a purported virus, and desert violating the Reopening Ontario Act (Picture at
God.
beginning of this article.

Ontario Pastor Charged up to $100k
and 1 Year in Prison for Opening
Church

The End OS231262

God’s Plan For Germany (Part 3)
Adam De Witt
Under Semitic law, mixed marriages were
forbidden, yet despite this, many Chaldeans wed
with Sumerians and with other non-Semitic
new-comers. The culture and laws of the region
began to shift. During this period of change the
Biblical Abram (later Abraham) and other protoCelts set off on migratory treks presumably to
be able to worship and live as they had before
the changes.

The Proto-Celts

T

HE PROTO-CELTS CAME IN A
NUMBER OF WAVES, one of the
earliest being the Akkadians. Nearby in
Kurdistan lived the Semitic Guti. About 2800
BC there arose in Akkad a Semitic chieftain
named Shargani-shar-ali, better known as
Sargon I, who some believe to be Nimrod of
Scripture. (Nimrod’s death and rebirth festival
is marked by felling and decorating trees at the
shortest day in December.
Sargon formed a central government and
administration, complete with record keeping.
It was during his reign that the Semitic tongue
was first written (using Sumerian characters;
see above). Soon thereafter the land fell prey to
roving tribes, both Semitic and non-Semitic.

Certainly, the scriptural account tells how Abram
set off on a divine mission to be the patriarch of
many nations. In time, some of Abraham's
descendants formed the bedrock of the tribes of
Israel. All the while power struggles in the land
of Chaldea spawned a number of empires, most
notably those of Assyria and later, Babylon.
Every spring, the kings of Assyria gathered
troops and moved against a neighbouring area.
Often they were held at bay; other times they'd
overrun their neighbours.
The dead were beheaded and prisoners chained
as slaves. Towns would be looted, then set
ablaze. A policy to deport a rebellious overrun
nation and resettling the vacated area with more
yielding foreign underlings in their stead, was
brought in by the Assyrian king Tiglath-Pileser
III.
It was during his reign that large numbers of the
Israelites were taken deep into Assyrian territory.
When he died in 725 BC his son Ulula took over
as 'Shalmaneser V, who in turn died during the
siege of Samaria. His successor, Sargon II,
relates in his writings that he took the northern
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Israelite capital of Samaria. “I surrounded and 1861 at Kurkh, southwestern Turkey. It tells of
deported as prisoners 27,290 of its inhabitants–" the defeat over armies of 2,000 chariots and
10,000 foot soldiers from Ahab the Israelite,
In time, the social standing of the Israelites "Ahabbu-mat Sir'ilaia". It is also the last time the
within Assyria (providing they paid their taxes) Assyrians referred to Israelites by that name.
was reasonable and they enjoyed a degree of Ahab's successor, Jehu, is shown yielding to
freedom to travel. Nevertheless, they were Shalmaneser upon the "Jehu Stele" or the "Black
captives and according to the account of Obelisk". In the text, Jehu is called "Son of
Josephus, the overthrow "proved wholly Omri" (Note 'son' here means lineage, for Jehu
destructive of the kingdom of Israel, Hoshea was Omri's grandson). During this time, the
being made prisoner and his subjects being Assyrians referred to the northern Israelite
transported to Media in Persia..." (Antiquities Kingdom as the "House of Omri".
IX. 13, 14)
The Hebrew name "Omri" begins with the letter
"Y" which is spoken as a guttural "H", translated
into Assyrian with "Gh," "Kh" or "Ch". Thus, even
before the various captivities, the Assyrians called
the Israelites "Beth-Khumri" (House of Omri).
Sargon II called himself the over-thrower of
"Bit-Khumri". The clay tablets or "letters"
covering the sweep of the Assyrian Empire in the
7th year hundred BC, held many references to the
captive Israelites. Most of these letters were border
reports made by spies sent by the Assyrian rulers
to oversee movements of nations within and
without their empire. Variations of the name
"Ghumri" used by the Assyrians are Khumri,
Khomri, Gimiri, Gimira, Gamera and Gimir.

the Taylor Prism (British Museum)
After Sargon II’s assassination, Sennacherib
took the throne. His cam-paigns against the
Israelite southern kingdom ensured that the bulk
of the Israelites were thence 'lost' to the eyes of
orthodox
historians
and
theologians.
Sennacherib's account, recorded on the Taylor
Prism (British Museum), is that of a boastful
over-runner, referring to the Israelite king
Hezekiah "—–-Like a caged bird"
In time, Assyria would fall to the Babylonians.
It was during the reign of the Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar that those remnant Israelites,
not taken by the Assyrians, were deported to
Babylon. When Babylon was overthrown by
Cyrus king of Persia, the exiled remnant was
allowed to return to Palestine, yet only 50,000
accepted the invitation.
In order to find out what became of all the
Israelites (who were not part of the remnant) we
must seek them under other names. One of the
earliest Assyrian references to Israel is found on
a monolith of Shalmaneser III, uncovered in

Letter 197-Sennacherib to king Sargon states:
"...When the king of the people of Urartu went
to the land of Gimir, his army met with a
debacle..." The battle between the Urartians and
the Gimir took place south of Lake Urmia next
to Media. Assyrian policy of using relocated
captured peoples as buffer zones paid off. The
'Gimir' had withstood the Urartians out of selfpreservation. The location ties in with the
Biblical identification which places the captured
tribes being placed near Habor and Halah
between Lake Urmia and the Caspian Sea, as
well as with the writings of Josephus.
From the tablets it becomes clear that the Gimir
or Captive Israelites were kept as a homogenous
enclave. This is backed by a series of tables in
which the king of Assyria Esarhaddon (681-669
BC) is asking divine guidance about the
operation of his troops sent to gather taxes from
territory of the Medes (British Museum KK195,
83-1-28; 697, 82-5-22,175). The tablets show
that the Gimirian warriors were teaming up with
those of the Medes and the Mannai to revolt. Of
Esarhaddon's battle with the Gimiri (697 BC),
he wrote "Teushpa [Tushpa, east of Lake Van],
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the Gimira, a barbarian whose home was afar
off, I cut down with the sword... together with all
his troops." We see here that the captive
Israelites had chieftains: and troops with their
original home stated to be afar off. This confirms
them to be a folk in exile. Indeed letter 1237
refers to the Gimira as exiles.

order to collect the tribute of horses, (will they
be attacked) by the hand of the Iskuza warriors?"
These are clear archaeological references back
to the Apocryphal account that the Israelite tribes
were not only leaving the Middle East, but they
were a homogeneous force to be reckoned with.
At this point it is also crucial to note that Strabo

"Let the Cavalry and the Dakku invade the
Gimmerians. They are the offspring of outcasts,
they recognise neither the oath of a god
(Assyrian God) nor an agreement."

identifies part of Armenia having been named
Sak-sina. The term is a variation of Saakai-suna,
it literally means, "sons of the Sakai", or "Bethsak". That the Assyrians turned Isaaca into
Iskusa must be understood in the way the name
We stated earlier, like the American pioneers, must have sounded to their ears, for in Hebrew,
the earlier Europeans came from far off lands in Isaaca sounds as yits-khawk(a). In time
search of religious freedom. The Apocryphal Sakaisuna became Sachsen, Sac-son or Saxon.
Sacson literally means Beth-Sak.
book of 2 Esdras in 13:40 tells
According to Herodotus, the
of the Israelite tribes surviving
Isaaca, (Iskuza, Sakka, Saka) were
in captivity but planning to leave
also called the '"Scythians" by the
the land of their "heathen"
Persians. Ptolemy states that a
captives and to "go forth into a
Scythian folk sprung from the
farther land, where never
Sakai, by the name of Saxons. The
mankind dwelt,—” "That they
Jewish Encyclopaedia Vol. 12 page
may keep their laws (of God)
250, "—the Sacae, or Scythians
which they never kept in their
who again, were the Lost Ten
own land”.
Tribes..." So, the Jews knew all
along that we are Semitic!
The Israelites called themselves
the Nation; Folk; Sons, and/or
For those who have a problem
House of Isaac; Beth-Isaaca or
linking Gimiri with Sakka, the
Beth-Sak, Gamira was not a
Behistun Rock is proof positive.
name the Israelites chose for
The old caravan road from Babylon
themselves; it was strictly an
to Ecbatana (old capital of Median)
Assyrian application. The
runs by a limestone mountain rising
Persians, however, who had
out of the plain to 1,700 feet. About
closer social contact with the
300 feet above the base is a rock
Israelites, called them by the
face holding inscriptions made by the order of
name Sakka or Saka from Isaaca. Because of Darius the Great, about 515 BC. The memorial
this, later tablets began to use the term Iskuza.
is 150 feet long by 100 feet high. The
inscriptions are in 3 tongues, Babylonian
Again, one of Esarhaddon’s prayers (keep the
(Accadian), Elamite (Susian) and Persian. The
above text from 2 Esdras in mind where
inscriptions refer to Kana, or Canaanland from
Israelites go into new lands), "Will the I-sk-u-za
whence the lost tribes came, and Armenia, the
warriors who live in the district of the Mannai,
area of captivity.
and have moved to the frontiers of the Mannai,
succeed in their plan? Will they march out from Of the 23 nations over whom Darius ruled and
the pass of Hubushkia —-and take much booty, named, among these is the Sakka. In both the
and heavy spoil from the borders of Assyria?"
Persian and Elamite accounts, the name is Sakka,
The Isaaca or Iskuza began to overrun lands
but in the Babylonian version the same people
belonging to the Medes, competing with
are called "Gimri". What is more, the monument
Assyrian troops to gather tribute as they went.
shows a branch of the Gimiri or Sakka had by
Referring to his tax gatherers, Esarhaddon this time (517 BC) trekked a long way beyond
(centre of page), king of Assyria, asks "—and Bactria (north of Afghanistan). Many of the lost
which have gone into the land of the Medes in
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tribes of Israel had made their way to the steppes ‘Deut’ or ‘Diut’ comes from the Saxson ‘theod’
which in turn comes from the Gothic, ‘thiuda’
of Russia, never to return.
which means a ‘nation’ or ‘troop of one ethnic
From this point orthodox history takes over make- up’. The word ‘Goth’ comes from ‘Guda’
telling how these tribes trekked into Europe. Of or ‘Gutthiuda’ meaning the ‘troops’ (or folk) of
the Cimmeri (Gimir) the Encyclopaedia the ‘Gud’. ‘Gud’ in turn comes from the name
Britannica states "An ancient people., one body of the Israelite tribe of ‘Gad’. Goth literally
of whom is called in Assyrian sources Gimirrai means “Gad’s folk”.
and is represented as coming through the
Caucasus–-later writers identify them with the Many towns today still bare Gad’s name, such
Cimbri of Jutland who were probably The as Gades in Spain but closer to home, (i.e.
Saxons or Sachsen are Isaac’s Sons, therefore Germany and nearby) Göta, Göteborg, Gotha,
they are Israelites. The corrupted forms of the Gotland and so forth.
term Isaacsons such as Saxons is found in
England as Wessex (Western Saxony), Sussex Whereas England is mostly the tribe of
(South Saxony), Essex (East Saxony), Middlesex Manasseh and Ephraim and Southern Holland
(Middle Saxony).
mostly of Zebulun; Northern Holland and
Germany are mostly Issachar. The tribe of Judah
To establish a fact, the Law of God needs a and Dan are mostly in Northern Germany and
double witness. And the Second witness is in our
Denmark whereas the Hinterland or
Germany. Just as in England four
Heartland of Germany is mostly the
areas are named after Isaac, so too
tribe of Gad. And with that in mind,
four are named after Isaac in
let us look at the Biblical blessings,
Germany and Holland (three in
prophesies and idiosyncrasies of
Germany, one in Holland, once
‘Gad’.
part of Germania). The areas
stretch from the north east of our
In Deuteronomy, Chapter 33:21 we
land to the south west in an
read that Moses blessed Gad (as he
unbroken land, they are
did all the tribes) before taking their
Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony),
share in the promised land. But
Sachsen-Anhalt,
Sachsen
because the Bible teaches the
(Saxony) and Saksenheim (IsaacIsraelites will inherit new promised
son-home in Holland). As the
lands much later (2 Samuel 7:10; 1
Isaac-Sons migrated from the
Chron. 17:9) the blessings would
middle East into Europe they took
have repeat performance.
names as cultural memory with
them and gave these places, towns, regions, and And he (Gad - later Goth) provided (chose) the
first (or prime i.e., the finest) part (of land) for
rivers where they dwelt.
himself (i.e., his folk)". Just as in Canaanland,
The Israelite tribe of Dan gave its name to many the Gadites chose the finest land, a hinterland;
rivers in Europe such as the Danube (Donau) or the Goths (their offspring) settled in a European
D’niester, D’nieper and Don. Also, to town hinterland, a choice land in Europe.
names such as Danzig but most notable to
After having been to 26 countries and lived in 4
DANMARK.
of them, I am, (as are many tourists), struck by
One of the most notable of Germanic tribes were the sheer beauty of Germany. Of all the lands in
the Jutes, whose name is still found in Jutland, Europe, Germany and their German speaking
areas of Austria and Switzerland are without
literally Juda and Judaland!
doubt the most beautiful in the World. This is
The very name ‘Deutsch’ for Deutschland comes not chauvinism. This is an honest observation
from ‘Deut-ish. ‘Ish’ in Hebrew means Man or of prime, choice land.
Folk, i.e., the folk of the ‘Deut’ (Teut, Teutonic).
Ish in Germanic means the same. The ‘sch’ is Indeed, the last two wars have been fought over
the modem German version of the old ‘iysh’, control of Europe's finest ‘Real Estate', Germany.
another Hebrew (not Jewish link).
( Page 16 )
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East Germany (Middle Germany) was the Jewel
in the crown of the Soviet block, and true East
Germany (occupied now by Poland) is to this
day occupied (by Poland) with no hint of giving
it back.

(conquerors) than during the war. At least 9.3
million Germans died in the first 5 years after
the war due to deliberate policy of starvation.
Eisenhower stated in 1944 that he would like to
“see things made good and hard for them" (the
Germans).

The prophecy of choice land is indeed true, but
what of our future and current lot. What plan has
God in store for us?
Genesis 49:19, “Gad, a troop shall overcome
him; but he shall overcome at the last." This
shows a relationship with a troop or a people.
Although most of the other tribes remained
relatively distinct throughout history, they
tended to separate themselves from the Goths,
often banding together against them. The tribe
of Judah settled largely north of the Goths.
Traditional tribal jealously between Ephraim and
Judah to this day never died and reached its peak
at the turn of this century. It took very little to
ignite a war in 1914, just as it did many times
between 930 BC to 730 BC. In Europe, Judah is
strongly allied with its nearest tribe, a tribe that
has the distinctive trait of being seen as a people
in their own sight, a troop.
The world views the Germans (those of Gad and
Judah) as a distinct group, yet in reality they are
Israelites as part of the larger family of Israelites
found elsewhere in the world. The Germans
therefore fit this prophetic character trait
perfectly. The main thrust of the prophecy is
being carried out right now and the last part has
yet to be fulfilled. It states that Gad will be
overcome.
This century is the only century in which
Germany as a unified state has been overcome.
Up until the last years of the 18-hundreds, there
was no German state. There were many German
lands, all with their own Kings and Princes, but
a united states of Germany is very recent. Since
the end of WWI, the German state has been
overcome in some form or another. Even today,
Germany is occupied by winners of the 2nd
World War (and no peace treaty exists to this
day between her and her over runners). Germany
also has the unique and sad distinction of being
the only land on the earth (to this day) that has
lost much of its territory and any talk of wanting
these back can lead to criminal proceedings.
Germany is the only land to lose more civilians
after the surrender to its over runners

The Morgenthau plan was to systematically
starve the Germans, and although officially
dropped by the American, Roosevelt said in
secret “that the plan would be ‘implemented'"
The allies slowed oil production to a trickle,
closed what factories were left, kept the work
force imprisoned and confiscated or destroyed
factories and machinery.
In Berlin September 1945, an official estimated
that half the children aged three and under would
not survive the next year, with a baby death rate
of 100%! In February 1946 US senator Kenneth
Wherry stated, "the American people should
know once and for all that as a result of this
Government’s policy they are being made
accomplices of mass starvation. Germany is the
only nation subjected to Deliberate starvation
policy".
Red Cross food trains were sent back to
Switzerland, foreign governments were denied
permission to send food to German civilians, the
fishing fleet was kept in port and one fishing boat
was blown up by the British soldiers to make the
point. The official ration in the French zone in
January 1947 was 450 calories per day. Ethnic
cleansing of Germans from Eastern Europe,
tepidly called “Expulsion" was authorised under
the Potsdam agreement signed by Stalin,
Churchill and Truman. More than 16 million
Germans were uprooted from ancestral lands
after a string of gruesome events.
In a Sudetenland thorp, all the German women
were seized and their Achilles tendons cut. As
they lay screaming, the Czech men raped them
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repeatedly, Hermine Muckusch, a grandmother
from Jagerndorf in Sudetenland was force
marched out of her homeland with 27 children.
Within 14 days, all but one were dead. Her story
was a typical act of genocide of the time, during
peace time!

German Mennonites

or feel what is happening. But even that wealth
cannot stand.
What, then, my beloved Kin, my brothers and
sisters of true Israel? The last part of the
prophecy gives hope “but he shall overcome at
the last."
This century was the one that all Western lands
looked forward to with great hope. Technology
would save the poor and relieve drudgery
(normally reserved for the masses). Sadly,
technology was not seen as a blessing from God.
Instead of bringing the individual nations of the
true Israelites together, each instead boasted of
their technological gifts in mad rivalry aimed
against their Saxon Kin in other Saxon lands
reaching unprecedented rivalry. Jealousy soared
between the two greatest Celtic-Saxon-Israelite
nations: Great Britain and Germany.

Thousands of German Mennonites were beaten
Canaanite Jews saw an opening that would allow
and shot at by British troops who, tried to force
themselves to rule over the two rivals, reversing
them into cattle wagons bound for the Soviet
the curse of a long-lost birthright that dates back
Gulag such as Liezein in Austria, June 1945.
to the time of Jacob. For now, space does not
Bones discovered in mass graves in 1976 and allow us to go into this in great detail, but, in
1981 at Kaltwasser / Bromberg were returned to short, the Biblical patriarch of the Jews, Esau,
the ground without marker when it was lost his birthright that could otherwise have seen
discovered they were Germans. The Genocide his people become leaders of nations. The
against the Germans goes on today. Although Canaanite (Ashkenazim - Shephardic) Jews
now well fed, the folk are morally starving, recognise an ancestral link to Esau. The Saxons
having no love for themselves. Hybridisation of and Celts are from Jacob.
species is simply genocide by way of destroying
Because Jacob instead took the birthright, his
the original stocks.
descendants in the 18-hundreds, (SaxonGermans are brainwashed daily by the media and Israelites) were at the point of leading the Earth.
schools (controlled by the occupying forces) to One third was in British hands, not much less
accept, love, help and wed the non-Israelites was in French hands, large parts in Dutch hands,
flooding into the land. This time the aliens middle Europe and parts of Africa in German
overcome the land by sheer numbers with hands and from middle Europe to the far side of
Germany taking in more than all of Europe. Asia was in Russian hands. The world was 90%
Germans have no homeland and her culture is controlled by Saxon-Israelites, descendants from
being replaced by an alien culture of recreational Jacob.
sex, recreational drugs and brain destroying
rock’n’roll. Even the pro-German skinheads The 20th Century saw an end to that because of
partake in anti-German behaviour, sex before petty infighting. We preferred to love nonmarriage, listening to music with rock’n’roll beat Israelites instead of Israelites, our own Kin folk.
and drink too much. Neither the far right, the far
left, nor the churchgoers, ever obey God's Saxon A house (or a people) divided against itself
cannot stand, and indeed, the Israelite-Saxons
Laws.
were divided and fell. After the two SaxonHow far can people go if they have 1, 2 children Israelite World Wars, Britain lost its empire and
(how many of these are hybrids)? Germany has was drained of all its wealth. America's debt
been well and truly overcome. Any wealth increased from 1940 to 1945 by 500%. Russians
Germans enjoy is for selfish gain so as to not see of (Scandinavian) Israelite stock were subjected
to systematic starvation since 1917 and by 1945
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Germany lay in ruins. After the "Wars between (The great depression in the Americas killed
the Saxon-Israelites" our rivalry carried on.
many. 7 million starved to death in the Ukraine
and millions in middle Europe after 1945). Those
Instead of coming together, Saxons preferred to that overcome shall be weakened as the West
make treaties, pacts and friendships with non- was. We lost our culture and the World was
Israelites and even passed laws to punish de-colonised from the 1950’s onwards;
Israelites who did not want to join with non- Indonesia, Vietnam, Kenya, India, Malaysia,
Israelites. Israelites that want to unite Israelites Ceylon, Rhodesia, Southwest Africa, Congo,
are branded racists while it perfectly OK. for Algeria, French West Africa, Southwest Africa,
Israelites of Britain to hate South African The Sudan and many more. And still our folk
Israelites, or Australian Israelites to hate English did not repent.
Israelites or Dutch Israelites to hate German
Israelites and so forth.
Verse 21 tells us that strangers (non-Israelites)
will take much of our inheritance and pollute it.
And, so, the Bible tells us that after all the curses All the beauty of our colonial times has been
God brings against us to make us obey, we still burnt, pulled down, bombed, stripped and left to
refuse to love our own and serve Christ; more fall to ruin. We have been ethnically cleansed
will befall us. God says that if you love non- from all these lands and no one cared.
Israelites so much, he will give them to you until
you are sick of them.
To be Continued
Speaking of the latter days, Ezekiel chapter 7
(Verse 15) tells us of famines for our people.

Harold Stough Notes
Comments On
The Wise King
Solomon
grow upon walls; and studied the zoology
of beasts, and birds, and reptiles, and fish,
so that persons came from all the nation
to listen to the sciences of Solomon, from
all the kingdoms of the earth who heard
of his scientific knowledge." (I Kings
For Solomon's scientific knowledge was 4:29-34)
more extensive than the science of all the
Beni-Kedem, and than all the science of Compare with the King James version.
the Mitzeraim. He knew more than all The above is from the Ferrar Fenton
men of the orbits of the planets, of the Bible, and Fenton's footnote explains why
origination of light, and fixed sustaining his translation differs from the King
systems, and the results of the revolving James version: "I believe that above to be
spheres, and his fame spread among all the real purport of this passage which the
medieval translators not understanding,
the nations around.
as it contain the technology of cosmical
He also wrote three thousand proverbs, sciences of which they had lost all
and his songs were one thousand and five. knowledge, transformed it into proper
And he wrote about botany as well, from names. I am also satisfied the same
the Cedar of Lebanon to the mosses that blunder has been made in similar cases in

A

ND
GOD
GAVE
TO
SOLOMON VERY GREAT
WISDOM and understanding,
and wide intelligence, like the sand on the
seashore.
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Once Solomon's kingship was firmly
established, God appeared to Solomon in a
dream and promised him anything he asked.
Solomon chose understanding and discernment,
asking God to help him govern his people well
and wisely. God was so pleased with the request
that he granted it, along with great riches,
Solomon, in fact, understood what we honour, and longevity (1 Kings 3:11-15, NIV).

many other passages of Scripture. I have,
therefore, rejected the old versions
entirely, and give the real purport of the
Hebrew text as arrived at by philological
analysis.

now call the Copernican and Newtonian Solomon's downfall began when he married the
principles
of
Astronomy
and daughter of the Egyptian Pharaoh to seal a
Cosmogony". (Rest of this paper missing). political alliance. He could not control his lust.
Among Solomon's 700 wives and 300
concubines were many foreigners, which
angered God. The inevitable happened: They
lured King Solomon away from Yahweh into the
worship of false gods and idols.

Article With These Notes

Over his 40-year reign, Solomon did many great
things, but he succumbed to the temptations of
lesser men. The peace a united Israel enjoyed,
the massive building projects he headed, and the
successful commerce he developed became
meaningless when Solomon stopped pursuing
God.

King Solomon's Accomplishments
King Solomon was the wisest man who ever
lived and also one of the most foolish. God gifted
him with unsurpassed wisdom, which Solomon
squandered
by
disobeying
God's
commandments. Some of Solomon’s most
famous achievements were his building projects,
particularly the temple in Jerusalem.

Solomon set up an organized state in Israel, with
many officials to assist him. The country was
divided into 12 major districts, with each district
providing for the king’s court during one month
each year. The system was fair and just,
distributing the tax burden evenly over the entire
country.

Solomon was the third king over Israel.
Solomon built the first temple on Mount Moriah
Solomon ruled with wisdom over Israel for 40 in Jerusalem, a seven-year task that became one
years, securing stability through treaties with of the wonders of the ancient world. He also built
foreign powers.
a majestic palace, gardens, roads, and
government buildings.
He is celebrated for his wisdom and for building
the temple of the Lord in Jerusalem.
He accumulated thousands of horses and
chariots. After securing peace with his
Solomon wrote much of the book of Proverbs,
neighbours, he built up trade and became the
the Song of Solomon, the book of Ecclesiastes,
wealthiest king of his time.
and two psalms.
The Queen of Sheba heard of Solomon’s fame
Solomon was the second son of King David and
and visited him to test his wisdom with hard
Bathsheba. His name means "peaceable." His
questions. After seeing with her own eyes all that
alternative name was Jedidiah, meaning
Solomon had built in Jerusalem, and hearing his
"beloved of the Lord." Even as a baby, Solomon
wisdom, the queen blessed the God of Israel,
was loved by God.
saying:
A conspiracy by Solomon's half-brother
Adonijah tried to rob Solomon of the throne. To “The report was true that I heard in my own land
take the kingship, Solomon had to kill Adonijah of your words and of your wisdom, but I did not
believe the reports until I came and my own eyes
and Joab, David's general.
( Page 20 )
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had seen it. And behold, the half was not told But the other woman said, "Neither I nor you
me. Your wisdom and prosperity surpass the shall have him. Cut him in two!" Solomon ruled
report that I heard." (1 Kings 10:6-7, ESV)
that the first woman was the real mother because
she preferred giving up her child to seeing him
Solomon, a prolific writer, poet, and scientist, is harmed.
credited with writing much of the book of
Proverbs, the Song of Solomon, the book of King Solomon skills in architecture and
Ecclesiastes, and two psalms. First Kings 4:32 management turned Israel into the showplace of
tells us he wrote 3,000 proverbs and 1,005 songs. the Middle East. As a diplomat, he made treaties
and alliances that brought peace to his kingdom.

Weaknesses
To satisfy his curious mind, Solomon turned to
worldly pleasures instead of the pursuit of God.
He collected all sorts of treasures and surrounded
himself with luxury.
In the case of his non-Jewish wives and
concubines, Solomon allowed lust to rule his
Strengths
heart instead of obedience to God. Apparently,
King Solomon greatest strength was his he let his foreign wives worship their native gods
unsurpassed wisdom, granted to him by God. In and even had altars to those gods built in
one biblical episode, two women came to him Jerusalem (1 Kings 11:7–8).
with a dispute. Both lived in the same house and
had recently delivered newborns, but one of the Solomon taxed his subjects heavily, conscripted
infants had died. The mother of the dead baby them into his army and into slave-like labor for
tried to take the living child from the other his building projects.
mother. Because no other witnesses lived in the
Life Lessons
house, the women were left to dispute who the
living child belonged to and who was the true
King Solomon's sins speak loudly to us in our
mother. Both claimed to have given birth to the
current day materialistic culture. When we
baby.
worship possessions and fame over God, we are
They asked Solomon to determine which of the headed for a fall. When Christians marry an
two of them should keep the newborn. With unbeliever, they can also expect trouble. God
astonishing wisdom, Solomon suggested that the ought to be our first love, and we should let
boy be cut in half with a sword and split between nothing come before him.
the two women. Deeply moved by love for her
The End OS8785
son, the first woman whose baby was alive said
to the king, "Please, my lord, give her the living
baby! Don’t kill him!"

Letters and Views
The Bait & Switch of Vaccine Deaths With
COVID-19 Mortalities
Sir__, Here is an important item post from the Bernecian
Blog:–
In perhaps the most controversial post I’ve ever made
on this blog, I can now confirm that official data shows
that the first and second waves of alleged Covid deaths
( Page 21 )
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correspond with the roll out of this year’s
WHO-approved flu vaccines.

Grim Mortality Prediction

Evidence from the WHO’s own records shows
that the shots are known to kill 5 out of every
1,324 healthy adults, as well as causing 344 to
have medically attended adverse events.

If this incredibly serious allegation of bait and
switch has substance, I can now predict with
relative and grim certainty, that in the event 30
million healthy adults receive one of the WHOapproved flu vaccines in the UK, 113,100 would
be expected to die within 22 days of the injection.
Which the government would obviously claim
is merely the latest surge of lurgy deaths, as the
second flu shot season draws to an end, along
with the worst year in living memory, during
which no vaccine deaths have been recorded, to
the very best of my knowledge.
Whilst only time will tell whether that grim
prediction comes true [and I sincerely hope that
it doesn’t], the best way to unequivocally prove
that COVID deaths are in fact vaccine mortalities
is to perform autopsies on the bodies of the dead.

(The prescient David Dees,
1958-2020)
It therefore appears obvious that the manufacturers of the scamdemic played a classic bait
and switch move, in order to create plausible
deniability for this year’s deaths from flu
vaccines and to guarantee a whole lot more
fatalities from the Covid jabs, which they intend
to inject us all with in 2021.

The Genocidal Switcheroo
Damning evidence from the WHO in my possession implicitly states that the current batch
of UK flu shots is expected to kill 377 of every
100,000 healthy adults, between 18 and 65.
However, that mortality rate would obviously
increase substantially for the elderly and sick,
who were the largest UK demographic to
receive it by 26/03/2020 [8.5 m of the 14 m
vaccinated by that date].
In such circumstances, out of the 14 million
vaccinated with the flu shot during the first 12
weeks of 2020, at least 52,780 would have been
expected to suffer fatal adverse events from the
vaccines administered.
That being the case, the government needed the
Coronavirus Act 2020 to suspend autopsies,
which obviously could have established the
predominant cause of death was the flu vaccines
rather than the government lurgy that has never
even been proven to exist.

Fatal Coincidence
Nevertheless, we already know that the end of
the first flu shot season this year was 26/03 – the
day they passed the Coronavirus Act 2020. A
fatal coincidence, if ever there was one.
The mortality spike that followed the initial
lockdown from 23/03/2020, was, it logically
follows, due to the surge of adverse events from
14 million vaccinations, over the first 12 weeks
of the year.
Quite simply, the more people who took the
vaccine each week, the more people died and
were falsely recorded as Covid deaths, which
actually began in January and not March, according to official data.
In other words, they started falsifying the cause
of death as being Covid in the same month this
year’s first round of flu shots began.
Which is why the suspension of autopsies prescribed by the 2020 Act was integral to the
perpetuation of the scamdemic and the creation
of the genocidal government policy which continues unabated.

Mass Sterilisation Agenda
We don’t know for sure if the mortality rate will
be the same, similar, more or less, but all the
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evidence we have strongly suggests that the
primary purpose of the Covid vaccines is to
switch off our reproductive systems, whilst
permanently altering our DNA.

My instinct tells me that the exposure of this
genocidal bait and switch has the potential to
blow the lid off the whole scam a mile high, once
we have all the prima facie evidence required to
sustain the most serious allegations ever made
in a Common Law court.. Posted by AH, NE,
England.
________________

West faces Moment of Truth as
Khazarian Mafia Surrenders to
the Chinese
Nanobots
Provided, of course, that we manage to survive
being poisoned with all manner of Big Pharma
toxins and having nanobots let loose on our
central nervous system.
However, we will know the answer soon enough,
as the government are effectively continuing the
testing stage right now, using the public as
guinea pigs, in a ‘live’ experiment of genuinely The Western world is facing its greatest crisis,
Malthusian proportions.
possibly ever, as its ruling elite has surrendered
to China. Either the West removes this elite from
They already appear to be covering up the power and creates a united front or Westerners
mortality rate and other adverse effects from the will become Chinese slaves working under
vaccine, while ramping up the scam of the Khazarian Mafia sub-contractors. It is this battle
second strain of the government lurgy, which involving the Chinese and the West that is the
has never been and never will be either isolated real reason why the U.S. Presidential election
or purified.
result remains in limbo.

Judgment Day Draws Ever Closer
It goes without saying that as soon as we have
enough prima facie evidence to nail these charges and more, in the Private Criminal Prosecution
of those who stand accused of fraud, treason and
mass murder, we will proceed without hesitation.
Nevertheless, it is also worthy of note that the
bait and switch described above is exactly the
same kind of fraud the banksters love to play,
which confirms who our real adversaries are in U.S. Moving Self-Propelled Artillery To Borthis mortal war of attrition, for those who still der with Quebec; Reports of Uniformed
require confirmation of that fact.
Chinese Troops in Canada
Since the Rothschild cartel sits behind the curtain
and pull the strings of their academic, scientific,
media and political puppets, who will all no
doubt sing like canaries when they appear before
their juries, to defend their indefensible crimes
against the people.

Before we dig further into this it’s important to
point out that given the current circumstances
it’s looking like a mathematical certainty Donald
Trump will be the last President of the United
States Corporation in its present form, multiple
sources agree. They also indicate he may have
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a plan up his sleeve to resolve the situation officials access to the country at Swiss taxpayers’ expense has been revealed.”
favourably, only time will tell.
Basically, it says the Swiss have given Chinese
agents a carte blanche to do whatever they want
in Switzerland. This means they can kill any of
the Davos elite there who do not do their
bidding. Remember, these are the elite who
control 90% of the transnational corporations.

To better understand the current situation let’s
take a look at the numbers published by the U.S.
Treasury Department on December 10th.

Now you can understand why the current owners
of the bankrupt United States Corporation have
sold the American people down the river. They
have offered Chinese troops the right to to
occupy Canada and Mexico to help break the
U.S. into a small rump with Canadian and
Mexican vassal states each getting a huge chunk
of the former United States.

They show the U.S. spent $6.5 trillion in the
fiscal year ending on September 30th, but could
only do this by borrowing $3.1 trillion. The
deficit for October, the first month of fiscal 2021, The Chinese are now furious because the
was up 111% year on year to $284 billion.
American people and the U.S. and Canadian
militaries are rejecting this deal. That is why, for
Overall, counting decades of fiscal and trade example, the Canadian military told Justin
deficits as well as un-financed pension obliga- Castro to go take a hike (and maybe never come
tions, the U.S. has debt well over $200 trillion back like his brother) when he ordered them to
or well over 20 times GDP if you do not count let the Chinese military in and train them in
debt-financed GDP. So if you earn $10,000 a winter warfare tactics. Yours truly, K H, West
year, but spend $20,000 a year thanks to your Midlands, UK.
credit card, and have over $200,000 in debt, you
________________
would have to spend your entire real income for
over 20 years (and starve to death in the meanA Letter Re Robin Tillbrook
time) in order to pay your debt.
Neither Donald Trump nor anyone else can fix
that using conventional means, which supports
the concept of a reset to resolve the financial
problems of numerous nations whose debt burden was created under the central bank fiat
currency system.
That is why the current owners of the U.S.
Corporation (mostly European aristocrats based
in Switzerland) offered a Joe Biden, Kamala
Harris slave presidency to the Chinese in exchange for a roll-over of their debt. Even that
was not enough, so they offered Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, the Korean Peninsula, and
ASEAN to the Chinese as well.

Note: UNN stands for UK Unity News. An
organisation that does report important news that
the MSM ignore or censor. John's opinion is that
just like many others who build a following by
reporting events not covered by the MSM,

If you don’t think the mostly Swiss-based owners of the U.S. Corporation have surrendered to
the Chinese, take a look at this news item (and
please support the Guardian while you are at it)
that reads in part: “a secret deal between Switzerland and China that allowed Chinese security

David Clews will not explain how individuals
who are prosecuted or given fixed penalties
could stop the unlawful process by serving sworn
affidavits on the courts stating that the so called
lockdown laws are against common law and
therefore null and void.
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Dear David, I have written to you before Coca Cola Tests Positive for Covid-19
criticising you for not giving out information that
in Austrian Parliament
would support your supposed aims.
I have also written to Desmond Swayne several
times. Both of you for some reason, be it
genuine fear or some ulterior motive, will not
explain our real law that should guarantee our
God given freedoms.
One recent re-statement of one of those freedoms
could be used to drive a coach and horses
through the unlawful lockdown laws.
Sir__, December 14, 2020 — An Austrian
parliamentary
member
exposed
the
defectiveness of the government's COVID-19
tests by demonstrating in the parliament how a
glass of Coca Cola tested positive for COVID19.

I refer to the Supreme court case decided as
recently as 12th February last in the Jalloh case.
There they quoted our common law and declared
that ordering someone to stay in their home is
unlawful imprisonment. I know that Desmond
Swayne. being an MP, probably toes the
parliamentary line by stating that parliament is In footage from the meeting in Vienna Friday,
FPO General Secretary Michael Schnedlitz
sovereign.
brings a glass of Coca Cola to the podium, from
They know that it is not. It is the people who which he proceeds to collect drops to use on an
have sovereignty. Many stated cases prove that antigen rapid test being used on a mass scale.
any law that parliament makes that is contrary After starting his speech, the politician sprinkled
to common law is null and void. Betty few drops of cola on corona rapid test. Three
Boothroyd, when she was Speaker stopped a minutes later the test showed a result: Coca Cola
parliamentary committee discussing a proposed was COVID-19 positive Full story.
law which if passed would be contrary to
:"Things go better with Coke! It's the Real Thing.
common law.
Coke is life!" But that is Fanta-see? Yours truly,
We now have a parliament which passes laws BB, Australia.
_______________________
which are against our common law rights.
Desmond Swayne and my MP Mark Harper and
others who speak against the lockdown laws will
A Previous Treaty of Rome Long
not use their power to make the speaker rule on
Forgotten
the unlawful laws that are against our common
law. Many in the Judiciary are now just as
controlled as our MPs are by outside forces. Sir___, The invasions (of Europe) found new
They block legal challenges by such as Simon fervour under Ögedei Khan, who approved a
renewed invasion in 1242, which would spread
Dolan and Robin Tilbrook.
into much of the Holy Roman Empire and
What puzzles me, and in fact leads me to beyond, causing great financial and
consider that you might also be controlled, is that infrastructural damage to European cities and
societies.
you will not publish the Jalloh case.
You have your chance to prove me wrong when
you interview Desmond Swayne. Have you the
courage to really publish our real law to those
who watch you? I pray that you have such
courage. Yours truly, JohnT, Sincerely John
Timbrell. Forest of Dean, UK.
_________________

During this time the Mongol Empire would siege
and successfully occupy for a time the city of
Constantinople, collapsing the fledgling Latin
Empire after a seven month long siege, albeit
with significant Venetian aid. The conflict was
not settled until the Treaty of Rome, an all
encompassing treaty signed between a coalition
of western nations, spearheaded by the Pope in
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Rome, and the Mongol Empire, which formally
recognized the Mongol annexations of parts of
the Holy Roman Empire and Eastern Europe, in
exchange for a lasting peace.

Confiding in a psychiatrist, the clock complained
that it didn’t have the strength to tick that often.
The doctor responded, ‘But how many ticks must
you tick at a time?” The clock answered, “Only
one.” “Well, simply tick one tick at a time and
don’t worry about the next one,” advised the
doctor. “You’ll get along fine, I’m sure." That’s
exactly what the clock did. And, as all good
stories end, it ticked happily ever after.

Following the conclusion of this treaty much of
the remaining sections of central Europe were
placed nominally in a state of tribute to the
Mongol Empire, lasting for many years after the
war. Yours truly, K H, West Midlands, UK.
_________________
Child of God, does some problem look unsolvable? Does some long-term burden appear too
heavy for you to bear? Does the future appear
foreboding? Cast your burden on the Lord. Ask
Him to help you just today.
As Jesus said, “Do not worry about tomorrow”.
"Take just one tick at a time." RWD
‘When every worry, every care
To God in faith, is brought,
We have no ground Whereon to found
One single anxious thought. - Anon.
Yours truly, An Irish Patriot
_________________

MAKING THE MOST OF LIFE IN
1997
ONE TICK AT A TIME
Sir___, I came across, this interesting
snippet in an old church magazine.
"Therefore do not worry about tomorrow,
for tomorrow will worry about its
own things”
(Matthew Ch. 6 v. 34)
ONE OF THE BEST THINGS
ABOUT THE
FUTURE IS THAT IT COMES
ONE DAY AT A TIME
Did you hear about the clock that had a nervous
breakdown? One day it began thinking about
how often it would have to tick during the
coming year. Figuring two ticks a second, 120 a
minute, 7,200 each hour, 172,800 a day, and
1,209,600 ticks every week, the clock suddenly
realised it would have to tick nearly 63 million
times during the next 12 months. The more it
thought about this, the more anxious it became.
Finally, the clock became so distraught that it
suffered a nervous collapse.

________________

Charities
Sir___, Regarding EMF. You might be
interested in what I posted on a site called
Inkcap, concerning the natural world.
I hesitate to offer my comment after such a
wonderful piece which taught me a lot.( 78 and
still learning). I echo the sentiment or ethos
behind Sophie's Inkcap. but there is an elephant
in the room.
Anyone interested in nature, soon becomes
aware that our natural world has generally been
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degraded over the last 40 years. A simple
demonstration of that is the older people
recounting how in summer, if they drove a long
distance, they had to stop every 50 miles or so
to clear the screens of the insects. Not any more.

Multiple Studies Strongly Suggest
Wireless Radiation Is Harming
Our Bees and Other Insects

environmental organisations cannot ‘grasp the
nettle'
to even admit that there might be a problem.
There are ‘chinks in their armour' that expose
their fears. Why would our government pass a
law that stops the Health and Safety Executive
from being sued if someone alleges they have
been damaged by EMF transmission?
Answer me this: What harm could be done by
any or all of the organisations who exist to
protect our environment researching this
subject? OK! Even if I am wrong in my thinking
then, apart from the cost of the research very
little would be lost. I have written to many such
organisations such as the RSPB pointing out my
fears.
The responses that I receive from all of them are
‘weasel words' that to me show that they either
fear upsetting their commercial sponsors or are
too frightened to address the problem because if
my fears were proved to be correct then a
complete re-think of our communications
industry would need to happen. The financial
cost would be enormous. That's the bottom line
folks.

OK! There is a good side to this because we can
now walk in the country without being pestered
by irritating flies. But the downside is the huge
reduction in the bird population and other insect
eating dependent animals. The environmental
organisations and governments try to correct this
loss by looking for the causes of this loss, and
so they try to reverse damage done to the
environment by such as banning neonicotinoids It's you as individuals that can force change by
etc.
putting pressure on those organisations that you
financially support. I have changed my will
What they refuse to investigate, is what I believe where I left my estate to the National Trust
is the most serious cause of the harm that we are because they use feeble excuses for not
causing to our environment. I can't prove what I addressing the problem. You individuals do have
allege because I do not have the expertise or the power to force change. You might see it as
financial ability. What I am able to do is a difficult decision to make. I did not because I
understand the research of such as Olle think humanity will be seriously affected if we
Johannson who has demonstrated beyond doubt destroy nature. I am not being alarmist. 5G
that EMF transmissions as used in mobile transmissions can change the DNA in all carbon
‘phones do cause negative changes in human based life.
brains.
Go on; try to prove me wrong. You will not be
There is also proof that bees flying close to high able to. The loss of insects is your alarm call to
voltage power lines lose their memory and take action. Yours Truly, John T. Forest of
cannot find their way back to their hive. What is Dean, UK.
also clear to me, is that the increase in the
'generations' of the mobile 'phone transmissions
from the relatively harmless 2G to the far more
dangerous 4G correlates to the decrease of the
insect population.
The problem is, that because there are huge
financial and technological advantages of using
these EMF transmissions, governments and
( Page 27 )
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The Political Influence of the British-Israel
Movement in the Nineteenth Century
Richard Simpson
didn’t quite make it into mainstream politics as
an organisation, However, some of their
members were very influential and included some
of the Royal Family.
From their literal interpretation of Hebrew
scripture within an predominantly Anglican
umbrella, they certainly thought they knew
where the country was going so perhaps that took
away their incentive for power. What I have tried
to do in this long essay is to assess from a
snapshot of 19th century British-Israel
publications how they reacted to and tried to
influence the political world. How they
manipulated biblical prophecy into a “we told you
so” result, how British-Israel attempted to show
that the writings and addresses of public men
bore undersigned testimony to the contentions
of their movement offering ‘blind’ evidence and
how, strangely, after 80 years of campaigning
they were very nearly proved right.

Introduction

O

N
9 TH
DECEMBER
1917,
JERUSALEM FELL TO THE
BRITISH AND IN AN INTERVIEW
WITH THE EVENING STANDARD, IN
1920, Max Nordau, cofounder of the Zionist
Movement, in 1897, held ‘we thought that the
Messiah would be an individual, but I feel now
as if it were a collective entity, and that its name
might be the British Nation[1]’.
This one statement vindicated just under 80
years of campaigning for the British-Israel
movement, not an Anglo-Jewish organisation
as one might expect but a movement that
believed the British were the “chosen race”,
not the Jews and believed the return to Palestine
of the British and Jews together would bring
about the Second Coming. Despite the plethora
of primary documentation, very little has been
written on the role of this movement in the
nineteenth century.

Altholz defines British-Israel as a variety of
British nationalism buttressed by biblical
references with all the attributes of a religious
movement except religion[2].
The predominate idea of the British-Israel
movement was that Great Britain was the home
of one or all lost tribes of Israel implying that
the inhabitants were God's Chosen People.
It’s prime source of appeal, to advocates,
was that it sought to affirm biblical prophecy
directed specifically to the Anglo-Saxon race
and a unique covenant, with God, marking out
the elite nature of that race.
Against a background of British ascendancy,
over the course of the nineteenth century, into
the largest empire in recorded history, the
concept of being a ‘chosen people’ was
attractive. This was fuelled by new ideas of
evolution and racial superiority imbuing British
society with a duty to spread a superior culture,
system and way of life to less developed
societies epitomized in Rudyard Kipling’s
White Man’s Burden. The Royal Geographical
Society had claimed, in 1891, that ‘On the
topmost round of the ladder stands the AngloSaxon’ an opinion supported by Gladstone’s
assertion that ‘Our race constitutes a kind of
universal church in Politics’[3].

Throughout AngloZionist literature
and biographies of
great
Victorian
statesmen there is
little or no mention
of this movement,
which according to
the
Jewish
Encyclopaedia
(1901) had over 2 Rooting British-Israel in the Christian concept
million adherents.
Despite an extensive press and books, they and placing monarchic authority in the House of
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David, the movement became attractive and a
cause of concern to the ecclesiastical authorities.
The Church Quarterly noted ‘it remains
absolutely unintelligible to outsiders, who regard
wonder mixed with disdain its arguments and its
conclusions alike yet it seems to exercise over a
continually widening circle of adherents a
considerable attraction[4].’ and John Henry
Newman,
cited ‘fear that the Church of England stood in
danger of being taken over by the Christian Israel
Identity movement’ as one of his reasons for
leaving the Anglican Church[5].
British-Israelism provided the theological
justification for the British Empire through the
concept of 'birthright'. This was established
through the prophecy that Abraham's
descendants would be an invincible great nation,
numerous as the dust of the earth, including
multiple nations based in a isle of land that would
control the earth. The descent of the ten tribes of
Israel into idolatry and banishment into the
wilderness, as God's punishment, provided the
impetus for British-Israel to follow them to the
British Isles.
A combination of literal interpretation of Old
Testament Scriptures and legendary history
underpinned belief that the British were the
spiritual and biological heirs of Abraham and
the Royal family was directly descended from
the David line of the tribe of Judah. This implied
both the British Empire and Church of England
were modern manifestations of the Kingdom of
God justifying the British, as God's chosen
people, rule of the earth.
The popularity of the British-Israel movement is
very difficult to enumerate with he late 1890’s
membership of the Anglo-Israel Association, in
Britain, hovering around only 300 contrasting
with the estimate of 2 million worldwide
adherents in The Jewish Encyclopaedia
(1901)[6].
The composition of the Anglo-Israel Association
was described as clergy of diverse ranks and
shades of opinion - high, low, broad, and
nonconformists, soldiers, doctors, lawyers,
magistrates, company-directors, missionaries
and connecting history to the Scriptures drew
British-Israel a large audience from the
respectable and influential Victorian middle
classes.

who in Our Inheritance in the Great Pyramid
(1865) asserted that the Great Pyramid was
constructed in British Imperial measures later
disproved by his disciple Sir Flinders Petrie[7].
Follower Rev. FRA. Glover compiled the
genealogical chart of Queen Victoria, Colonel
John Cox Gawler the Keeper of the Crown
Jewels wrote for Life From The Dead at its
inception, in 1873 and Dr. George Moore,
author of The Lost Tribes, or Saxons of the East
and West went on to found the Anglo-Israel
Association, in 1879, with Viscount Folkestone
MP and Grand Master of the Wiltshire
Freemasons, as president. Senior military
followers included First Sea Lord Admiral
Jacky Fisher, the architect of many 20th century
naval principles.

John Wilson
The father of the Victorian British-Israel
movement was John Wilson author of Our
Israelitish Origin (1840) based on Sharon
Turner’s influential work A History of the
Anglo-Saxon Peoples (1799-1805), which traced
the Anglo-Saxon tribes back through Europe to
the Balkans, Crimea and Caucasus[8].
A phrenologist
and evangelist,
W i l s o n ’ s
combination of
these chronicles
with
Hebrew
Scriptures was a
remarkable and
unique feature of
his British-Israel
theory. Wilson’s
first
BritishIsrael London
meeting, in 1841,
was
presided
over by the newly enthroned Bishop Alexander
of Jerusalem and he went on to publish:The Millennium and Phrenology Consistent
with Reason and Revelation (1842), Book of
Inheritance (1846), Tracts on Israel (1847),
Questions On Our Israelitish Origin (1847),
Forty Reasons for Resisting the Removal of
the Jewish Disabilities (1848), Treasury
Harmony (1849), A Vindication of Christ’s
Character as a Prophet (1851), an Index to the
Treasury Harmony (1855), Apocalypse (1855),
Mission of Elijah (1861)[9].

Amongst them the eminent Sharon Turner author Between 1863 and 1864, he continued his
of History of England from the earliest period to studies in Scriptural phrenology, giving lessons
the Norman Conquest (1799 - 1805) and Charles and characters (genetic origins) and writing on
Piazzi Smyth, Royal Astronomer of Scotland,
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the subject in the Brighton Gazette culminating trustworthy identity-thought put forward by
with his last work, in 1870, The Migrations of others, but what has been borrowed from this
the English People, which, like his first, was book[14].’
upon the subject of Israel.

George Gawler

Edward Hine

George Gawler (above) and later his son John
Cox Gawler, were both prominent members of
the British-Israel movement and George was the
influential link to the Jewish restorationalists
movement and senior Anglo-Jewry. George
Gawler was a Colonel at Waterloo, governor of
Australia, Keeper of the Crown Jewels, advocate
of restoring Jews to their homeland and prolific
author in the British-Israel press writing for Life
From The Dead from its’ birth in 1873[15].

Wilson was succeeded by banker Edward Hine
(left) who lectured for several years in the British
Isles, later touring America for about three years.
His first book to be published was Seventeen
Positive Identifications of the English Nation
with the Lost House of Israel (1870) dedicated
to W. E. Gladstone (by permission), a touch of
irony as Hine was an opponent of Gladstone‘s
Author of Tranquillisation of Syria and the East
policies[10].
(1845) he asserted that encouraging a loyal
population
in
Palestine
the
This was swiftly followed by The English Nation Jewish
communications
and
trade,
in
the
East,
would
be
Identified with the Lost House of Israel by
Twenty-seven Identifications (1871) (100,000 protected. He accompanied Montefiore on his
copies sold)[11]. These were soon increased to trip to Palestine in 1849 and in 1852 h e l p e d
Forty-seven Identifications (1874) selling form the Association for Promoting Jewish
settlement in Palestine. His son John Cox Gawler
177,000 copies[12].
published a blueprint for settlement in 1874 and
It is probably no coincidence that Hine (left) in 1878, which Jewish settlers used, with funds
published his first pamphlet in the year of John from Edmund Rothschild, to establish a
Wilson’s death, 1870, as he fundamentally successful colony in Palestine.
disagreed with Wilson in that: ‘He seeks to
identify England with the tribe of Ephraim only,
The Royal Family
believing the modern nations, North-West of
Europe, to be the other tribes; a view in which I It is difficult to discern the involvement in
perceive some little difficulty, but really so far British-Israel of the Royal Family. Certainly
as our nation is concerned, it makes not the Queen Victoria was aware of it’s existence,
slightest difference, for whether we are only a Queen Mary’s mother was an acolyte and
part, and that part the most favoured tribe, or Princess Alice of Athlone (left next page) was
whether we compose the whole of the tribes, it a patron until her death in 1983[16].
is equally vital to us[13].’
Unfortunately, Hine appears to have got carried
away with his own success, discarded Wilson
and proclaimed ‘The world-wide renowned
Forty-seven Identifications. The vastly popular
work gave the inspiration to all identity writers
of the present day. There is scarcely a

In Victoria’s reign, contact between the two
spheres appears to have only incidental with no
sustained communication between the two. A
petition to Queen Victoria dated 4th April 1844
for payment of a debt to Mr John Finlayson
consistently dishonoured by three Lord
Chancellors included ‘we entreat Your Majesty–
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to command immediate measures be taken, to
restore your bretheren the Hebrews–– the
descendents of the Ten Tribes of Israel, as
detailed in the Seven Trumpets and seven Vials–
-herewith sent your Majesty–- The present
administration, as descendants, ought to be the
first to promote to the utmost of their power the
restoration of their bretheren, God’s people - the
invisible as well the visible Hebrews - to land of
their forefathers in Syria.[17]’

Association, in 1879, and The British-Israel
Identity Corporation, in 1880. Amalgamation
under The Earl of Dysart led to The British-Israel
Association in 1886, which mutated to the
Imperial British-Israel Association, in 1908 and
finally the British Israel World Federation, in
1922[19].

The British-Israel press followed a similar
evolutionary pattern. The first periodical The
Time of the End started in 1843 but ceased
Princess Alice of publication after a couple of years and after a
gap of some twenty years in 1866 the monthly
Athlone
magazine The Watchmen of Ephraim appeared
In 1876, The until 1868.
Banner of Israel
proudly announced
that both Queen
Victoria and HRH
Princess Louise
had both accepted
copies of Our
Israelitish Origin,
by
John
Wilson[18]. On the
occasion of Queen
Victoria’s
Diamond Jubilee, Another short gap was followed by monthly
in 1897, the British-Israel Association presented publication, Life from the Dead (1873); Leading
an illuminated parchment stating ‘It is the the Nation to Glory (1875), which was afterward
profound belief of your Memorialists that the renamed The Glory Leader (1875). The
high and pre-eminent position allowed by the periodical Israel‘s Identity Standard commenced
British Nation and Empire under Your Majesty’s publication in 1876 followed by a weekly
long and prosperous reign will ever continue and publication named The British-Israel and Judah
increase by virtue of our Abrahamic Descent, we Prophetic Messenger and Universal News, 1880,
being the chosen people of God, as daily which later was renamed The Messenger, and
proclaimed in our National Church Service’ and later still changed its name once more to The
further referred to the Queen as ‘The Royal Lion Covenant People.
of Judah’. Coronation congratulations to Edward
VII included the hope ‘that your Reign may The principle, The Banner of Israel (1877)
witness the Federation of the Anglo-Saxon Race became the weekly journal of Anglo-Israelites
throughout the world supporting the worldwide
by consolidating the ties which unite the propagation of the British-Israel message with
Colonies with the Mother Country’.
the Anglo -Israel Distribution Fund founded in
1881[20].

British Israel Organisations
and Press

This journal, together with The Covenant
People, was incorporated in The National
Message, which came into circulation two
The British-Israel movement only achieved years after the inauguration of the British-Israel
organisational status from the 1870's onwards in World Federation (1921).
a melee of rival groups and amalgamations. In
To be continued
1875, the British-Israel Association and the
Anglo - Israel Association were formed followed
by the British-Israel Conference Association, in
1876,
the
Metropolitan
Anglo-Israel
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Yahweh
The Name Above All Names From The New Ensign
Chat Posted By Pastor Eli James
In fact, the Prophet Yahyl was inspired to write
a wonderful prophecy concerning everyone who
calls with the name of Yahweh.
Yahyl 2:32—And whoever will call with the
Name of Yahweh will be delivered; for in Mount
Zion in Yerusalem there will be deliverance, as
Yahweh has said, among the remnant who has
escaped of those whom Yahweh calls.

W

HEN YAHWEH GAVE HIS 613
LAWS TO MOSHEH to teach to
the Children of Israyl, He vowed an
oath saying that those who would truly obey His
voice and walk in all his ways would be a
"special treasure"' to Him. He also promised that
He would establish these Law-abiding people as
his holy people.
Exodus 19:5-6— 5 Now therefore, if you will
truly obey My voice, by keeping My covenant,
then you shall be a special treasure to Me above
all people; for all the earth is Mine.
6 And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests,
and a holy nation...

Acts 2:21— And it will come to pass that
whoever calls on the Name of Yahweh will be
delivered.
Romans 10:13— For Whoever calls with the
Name of Yahweh will be saved.
Why is it that we do not call with the Name
Yahweh? Do we not desire blessings? Do we not
desire acceptance from our Father? Holiness?
Salvation? Could it be that we've accepted
traditions that our teachers have inherited from
their teachers, and then taught to us as doctrine—
doctrine that cannot be supported by the inspired
Scriptures?

The Name Above All Names:
Deuteronomy 28:9-10— 9 Yahweh will
establish you as His Holy People unto Himself, The Name Our Teachers Have Taught Us To
as He promised you on oath, if you will keep the Forget
Laws of Yahweh your Father, and walk in all
His ways.
We are not called by the Name of Yahweh, in
fact Yahweh's Name is not even uttered, because
10 Then all the people on the earth will see that we have been taught that it is not acceptable to
you are called by the Name of Yahweh, and they do so. We are taught that we must not pronounce
will fear you.
the Holy Name of our Creator and Father,
Yahweh, the Name the chosen of Yahweh will
I Kepha 2:9—But you are a chosen generation, be known by, the Name those who are delivered
a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar will call upon! We are instructed by our teachers
people; that you would show forth the praises of that Yahweh's Name is too holy to pronounce;
Him Who has called you out of darkness into therefore, we are to call Him "Adonai" and
His marvellous light.
"Elohim".
These Scriptures show that all the people of the
earth will see that Yahweh's holy people (those
who walk in all of Yahweh's Ways) are known
by the name of Yahweh. There has never been
an inspired Scripture written in the Torah or by
the prophets telling us that Yahweh's holy people
would ever be called (known) by any other name.

This teaching has been fully ingrained in the
minds of nearly all Israylites to the point that
extreme hatred is shown toward anyone who
openly speaks or writes the one and only true
Name of the Creator. Remember this, because
the holy prophets both spoke and wrote the true
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Name. As a result, the Name of Yahweh has
almost been forgotten (in effect, profaned or
brought to nothing), and Baal's name is
remembered and proclaimed worldwide.

A Name Remembered In Times Past
But Unspoken Today

But at least by the third century BC, the
pronunciation of the name yhwh was avoided,
and Adonai, "the Lord", was substituted for it,
as evidenced by the use of the Greek word
Kyrios, "Lord", for yhwh in the Septuagint, the
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures that was
begun by Greek-speaking Jews in that century.

As we will read from authoritative sources, there
was a time when the Name Yahweh was
pronounced by all of Yahweh's people, in
prayers, in blessings, and in greetings. However,
by the third century BC., our teachers began
teaching that Yahweh, the true Name of our
Creator, was too holy to pronounce. This
teaching is a practice that was not inspired by
our Father, but one that gradually came about
due to pagan influence.

Where the combined form *Adonai yhwh occurs
in the Bible, this was read as *Adonai *Elohim,
"Lord God". In the early Middle Ages, when the
consonantal text of the Bible was supplied with
vowels points to faciliate its correct traditional
reading, the vowel points for 'Adonai with one
variation - a sheva with the first yod of YHWH
instead of the hataf-patah under the aleph of
'Adonai7 were used for YHWH, thus producing
the form Yehowah.

Left: The Name of
Yahweh Engraved on
an Ivory Pomegranate
Decoration
At first, the practice was
to just pronounce the name
Adonai instead of the
Name Yahweh, wherever
Yahweh's Name was
written in the Holy
Scriptures. However, as
time went on, changes
were made to the original writings.

When Christian scholars of Europe first began
to study Hebrew, they did not understand what
this really meant, and they introduced the hybrid
name "Jehovah". In order to avoid pronouncing
even the sacred name *Adonai for YHWH, the
custom was later introduced of saying simply in
Hebrew ha-Shem (or Aramaic Shemc, "the
Name") even in such an expression as "Blessed
be he that cometh in the name of YHWH" (Ps.
118:26).
THE PROHIBITION OF USE OF THE
NAMES OF GOD.

The prohibition applies both to the pronunciation
Vowel points (which were not originally part of of the name of God and its committal to writing,
the text) were added to Yahweh's Name, causing apart from its use in sacred writings.
the reader to pronounce the names Adonai and
Elohim instead, and in many places these The prohibition against the pronunciation of the
alternate names were actually written in place of name of God applies only to the TetraYahweh's Name altogether. We'll show you the grammaton, which could be pronounced by the
many sources verifying these facts, but The high priest only once a year on the Day of
Encyclopaedia Judaica, Volume 7, pages 680- Atonement in the Holy of Holies (cf. Mishnah
682, sums it all up rather well, as you can see for Yoma 6:2), and in the Temple by the priests
when they recited the Priestly Blessings (Sot.
yourself.
7:6; see also Ch. Albeck (ed.), Seder Nashim
YHWH. The personal name of the God of Israel (1954), 387).
is written in the Hebrew Bible with the four
consonants yhwh and is referred to as the As the Talmud expresses it: "Not as I am written
am I pronounced. I am written yod he vav he,
"Tetragrammaton".
and I am pronounced alef dalet" (nun yod, i.e.,
At least until the destructions of the First Temple Adonai; Kid. 71a). (Ed. Although this site
in 586 BC, this name was regularly pronounced mentions the Talmud and Hebrews as Jews
with its proper vowels, as is clear from the -nether the less good info)
*Lachish Letters, written shortly before that date.
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The Good Don't Realise How They Are Supporting
The Most Evil - By Bernard Franklin
the Anti-Christ agenda and, logically, it can only
be those with the ability to make changes that
are responsible for the destruction of the white,
British nation and other countries.
The drive toward world government has created
a situation where power is concentrated in very
few hands. By taking charge of the West’s
armed forces, today’s rulers can inflict carnage
on a scale unimagined at the time of the English
or French revolutions.
The saying that “Power corrupts, and absolute

The Infiltrated Church has been
power corrupts absolutely” is very true. See how
largely responsible for promoting Evil Tony Blair, George Bush, Winston Churchill,
Obama, Sarkozy, May, Cameron and Boris
for good!

Johnson having been elected as inappropriate
ANY
EUROPEANS
LOOK national leaders, and went on to feel they have
AGHAST AT THE IMMORAL a right to act as universal Gods, despite their
ACTIONS
OF
THEIR characters being seriously flawed.
GOVERNMENT, as British and American
servicemen, in particular, are sent to attack According to Christian teaching we are put on
sovereign countries where we have no right to earth to resist evil temptation. Then why, by
interfere. In whose interest are these attacks, voting for the major parties, has the
usurpation of power, and theft of national assets predominately Christian public give an evil
army complete control over our lives? One
taking place?
plausible explanation for the sudden attempt to
The answer is the secretive New World Order remove certain long-established Arab leaders is
that wants to rule the world. Are these that, unlike Christian Europeans, they refuse to
murderers, corrupters, warmongers, liars, cheats, allow their people to become slaves to the
thieves, destroyers of nations, cultures and banker’s system of usury.
civilisations really the kind of people who should
be in control of Western governments and, as a The overall effect in the West has been to pass
result, have the ability to legislate for developing power to the unelected 1% of greedy
manipulators. They have been able to buy up
countries? The answer must certainly be no!
95% of broadcasting companies around the
There are millions of good Christians who attend world and control public thinking. Start
church every week to ensure they follow God’s unnecessary wars, control world trade, while
laws. These church-going Christians, even their banking system has constantly devalued
collectively, do not possess the power to start money. With their multi-national corporations
wars, put countries in debt or bully nations into they have polluted our planet and been
acceding to unreasonable demands. Yet, through responsible for global warming. They were also
ignorance, it is good Christians who have voted the ones who created the greatest single crime
in history by making the atom bomb.
the evil people into power.

M

Don’t Neglect Those Worthy of
There are surprisingly some Christians who feel
Our Support
Satan has got so far with his programme of
destruction, that he should be helped along until
the situation becomes so terrible that Jesus Christ There are many thousands of great Britons
will have to take over. This makes no sense at tirelessly working for the community without
all. We know which politicians are following expecting payment or fame. Many do charitable
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work, while others try to gain some political say
for the British. All of these volunteers give up
their time, and spend their own money on what
they consider to be vital for our collective
well-being. If you were to sit down and write a
list of what you believe should be government
policy, and present it to the Committee of the
local Labour, Liberal or Conservative Party, you
would likely find them either dismissive or
hostile.
There are many honest and knowledgeable
Britons who could do a far better job than
politicians. But none of them would join a
political party. I don’t know anyone that belongs
to a political party, nor do I know anyone who
does. One has to be very brave in Britain today
to stand up for the British. Doesn’t this tell you
that there is something terribly wrong with the
political establishment? This is good reason to
support those who raise their heads over the
parapet for you. To become a teacher in a
comprehensive school today one has to be
prepared to instil in white children a loathing of

their own race. This teaching is followed up by
dangerous race-hate nonsense which suggests
that to overcome an illusory racism one should
take a black partner. The origin of this anti-white
programme can be traced to September 1952,
and is recorded in the files of the Canadian
Intelligence Service.
This non-military warfare states, “We will
identify with the races of Asia and Africa. – “In
the interest of wiping out racial tensions”, (that
they created with their immigration programme)
“whites must be forbidden to mate with whites.
The white woman must cohabit with members
of the dark races, and white men with black
women. Thus the white race will disappear, and
our most dangerous enemy will become only a
memory.”
Like fools we allow our children at, school, to
be programmed for our own racial suicide.
Schools exert too great an influence on young
minds to be left in the hands of our enemies.
The End OS23172

The Books of the Bible - From Dr. Wesley Swift’s
Bible Study 16th December 1964

T

HERE
WERE
163
BOOKS
which should be
classified as inspired
books. Some of them
were scrolls and might
not be but two or three
chapters as we would
term them today. But remember that none of
these scrolls that make
up the books of the Bible
were originally divided in chapters and verses.
This was done back in the early period of printing. Many books and many volumes and anything pertaining to religion or theology were
done in chapters and verses, so as to locate it
again, it brings out any point they wished to
discuss.
So it became sort of a religious legal form, as
they started putting everything in chapters and
verses. We do have the book of Jude, a short
book which is just one chapter. But there were
163 books or volumes and scrolls which could
have made many chapters and books. All were

inspired and all of them could have been used,
by the early Patriarchs down to the writing of
the New Testament. The sum total were more
than that but 163 were known to be inspired.
The council of Nicaea sometimes called Nicolea
today by the contemporary commentators talking about the crisis in Cyprus, and so forth, but
they were not Nicolaitanes, and they are not
pronouncing this according to the old associations.
But they had well over 300 volumes to choose
from and they whittled them down to only 66
books and only 64 of them belonged in the
original of 163. Out of that 300 or more volumes of scrolls there were actually 163 good
ones, and you will ask how do I find them? This
is a little hard to do but you can find them.
It is almost impossible, yet not to find the book
of Enoch, that is the old books of Enoch which
was actually three books, "The Secrets of
Enoch", "The Towers of Enoch", and what was
known as the "Wisdom of Enoch" which is
commonly called "The Book of Enoch", and this
last is the easiest found. But they used to be in
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great
separate
scrolls, and were
then
bound
together into one
huge volume. The
scrolls
were
bound
shortly
after the Wycliff
Bible came out. Then after this the Lutherans
and the Catholics produced the book of Enoch,
and they had revised the whole thing.
They did this because this book of Enoch was in
such common use everywhere as it had been
even in the periods prior to the time of Christ.
During the time of Christ the Enoch Scrolls
were heavily used, and this was true clear back
to the time of the Patriarchs, but they were not
as much copied and plentiful as they were preceding the time of Christ, and two or three
centuries following that time. But Rome had to
do something about this because you could not
have hells and fires and torture chambers, and
have the book of Enoch in use, because there
was not anything like this in the books of Enoch.
Therefore there wasn't anything to do but
change it just as the Apocalypse of Paul would
also be changed.
The Apocalypse of Paul was one of the most
vital pieces of literature for the early church.
Fortunately the whole of the Apocalypse of Paul
was copied over and over and various churches
had it. And of course Christians everywhere
wanted to read it. Evangelists and Apostles
would read to them out of the Apocalypse of
Paul because this was the sum total of the Mysteries and the Wisdom which God had taught
Paul in his heavenly vision. This made up the
foundation of the majority of the Epistles which
he wrote.

"Men do not sow in one field and reap in
another." In other words men do not sow in their
bodies in earth then reap in the heavens, or in
some distant place, and their spirits were not
burned in fire, and all that kind of stuff. This was
all pagan grotesque Babylonian type stuff which
was used to oppress, and to intimidate people,
and to get them to serve their type of demons.
And they classified any other religion as being
in opposition to the truth when demonology of
Babylon was taught. All those things were
brought into our religion to keep people in a fear
complex. This is why they needed to replace the
original Apocalypse and the books of Enoch,
plus the Gospel of Nicodemus would get Universal reading, because people were eager to hear
these things, so they decided they better translate this book, or these books for themselves.
Rome had one of their Popes dictate the redoing
of the entire book of Enoch, thus the "Towers of
Enoch", "The Secrets of Enoch", and the "Wisdom of Enoch" were taken apart and then they
inserted even in them their predictions and fires
and torture chambers. Then in this copy, they
pushed this as a popular copy with Rome's
permission. This is why when they were hunting
the scriptures for an English translation of the
Bible, they used these books and translated
these same Vatican manuscripts and documents
into English. They knew about the existence of
the books of Enoch and many other pieces of
literature.
So they took these books and looked at the
others then made sure that they had the translations they wanted to uphold in their own church.
This is the reason why if you get a book of
Enoch today, that the Charles edition published
by Oxford, it has been republished every few
years, and it has some things in it that are true.
It has a part of the background where as at the
same time it has part of the mumbo‑jumbo put
in so that it supports the doctrines the church
established, but which were not the doctrines of
Enoch at all. Great license was then taken by
theologians to add, to subtract from, to change
anything the Apostles said.

Those came out of the content of the Apocalypse
of Paul, and of course out of the content of the
things YAHWEH had unveiled to him. So in
this was things which related to space, to the
Universe, to the antiquity of earth, and of course
related to people. But there was absolutely no
perdition, no hells, no fires or torture chambers
for a man after he died, none of these things
existed.
This is a rather interesting thing, for St.
Augustine has this in his works and I have all of
In fact because superstition had such impact his works as well as that of St. Thomas of
upon men, because all pagan religions had some Aquinas, about for instance, this dealing with
type of situation like this, the Apostle Paul was Rome. But they said it was perfectly permissible
told by Archangels and by YAHWEH himself, when God gave higher knowledge to men, or
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established his own Bishopric, and they spoke
as Catholics, but it was perfectly alright for them
to make changes in anything which had been
stated, or said unless there was some seal that
they, these men spoke by perfection. Since all
prophets and all writers, and all Apostles were
but men and subject to error, where by God had
set one apart as a Bishop, then he had given him
the most elevated position in his church, and thus
the Holy Spirit would not permit this individual
to be in error, where this designation might not
have been given to all Apostles and prophets.
So they said they could correct the prophets and
Apostles in the name of the authority of the
Bishopric. By this they set doctrines to support
this which I can show you in correlated doctrine.
This is the reason why these doctrines of theology come down to our times. Lots of people get
concerned when you say this is not the way it
should be, but you have already accepted the
change, IN THE WRONG DIRECTION.
When Protestantism came they didn't go much
further, for they just accepted the same root
material which had already been Changed, just
translated it. In the retranslation they had the
same set of material and if the change had been
obvious they would drop it, but generally speaking the same knowledge is still required by all
branches of Christendom. Generally speaking
Orthodox theology did not discover this. Whereas today you have another wave of theology,
this is Fundamentalism which not only accepts
with literacy all the things in the scriptures,
many of which are vital and important, and can
be accepted literally by their having taken place.

true, not one word of it is not true. But of course
that is not true at all because the Devil talks here
and he never told the truth in his life. So you
can't say that everything you read in the Bible is
true because when the Devil is quoting it is not
true. Then that which he concocted like the
story of the book of Esther, the purpose is not
true.
Now; I think you might find this rather interesting, I have some clippings from addresses out of
Northern California, and they are out of Sacramento papers, and the San Francisco papers,
and the Jews up there are having their services,
and their New Years services. And the Feast of
Purim is one thing people don't talk much about,
and another is the Kol Nidre. The Kol Nidre is
an Oath they at this time take, and this oath says
that all the oaths now taken are null and void.
All the promises we have made and all the
commitments, pledges, allegiances forsworn to,
are no allegiances unless this is an allegiance to
Jewry, and to our way. (unquote) Therefore they
say: we now proclaim null and void all promises
we made, and all commitments, pledges, and all
agreements we shall enter into with the Goym to
work out to the best interest of our society, the
best obtainment of our objectives.
So the Kol Nedri when the full text is sung is
total repudiation of any allegiance, or agreements, it totally disallows them. Further it is
totally impossible for any Jew partaking of the
Kol Nedri to be an American citizen. This man
thus denies his allegiance to the United States,
denies any pledges he has made because this is
not a Jewish Nation.

But they blind themselves to whole areas of
truth by saying that every word in this book if

The End

Prehistoric London Its Mounds And Circles
By E. O. Gordon ( Published 1946 ) Part 23

T

O THIS DAY, THE OPEN SPACE
FRONTING THE WEST DOORS OF
THE ABBEY IS KNOWN AS “BROAD
SANCTUARY,” a name which perpetuates the
memory of the place of refuge established by Lleuver
Mawr, “the Great Light,” nearly 2,000 years ago,
under the shadow of the Tot-hill.

Broad Sanctuary

A contemporary life of Edward the Confessor in the
Harleian MSS. throws an interesting light upon this
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British settlement in the marshes in the eleventh and every Knight shall have a squire and two
century.
yeomen; and I will they be all well horsed.”
—-“And so upon the morn they took their horses
“The devout King destined to God
with the Queen and rode on Maying in woods
that place both for that it was near
and meadows as it pleased them, in great joy and
unto the famous and wealthy city of
delights.” —- “So as the Queen had Mayed and
London, and also had a pleasant
all her Knights, and all were be dashed with
situation amongst fruitful fields
herbs, mosses and flowers in the best manner
lying round about it, with the
and freshest—right so came out of the wood Sir
principal river running hard by,
Meliagrance with an eight score men.”
bringing in from all parts of the
world great variety of wares and
We refer our reader to the text of the Morte
merchandise of all sorts to the city
d’Arthur, if curious to learn the end of this
adjoining: but chiefly for the love of
Maying expedition which started so happily.
the Chief Apostle whom he
reverenced with a special and
Throughout the Middle Ages Tothill Fields
singular affection.”
retained its popularity as a royal tilting-ground.
Nor did it diminish under the Tudor kings. For
From the sixth to the sixteenth century we find here was held the famous tournament in honour
constant reference made to numerous jousts held of the marriage of Henry VII to Elizabeth of
on the royal tilting ground. But of none have we York, who, like her husband, had Keltic royal
so full an account as of the “great jousts and blood in her veins, a fact that is brought
tourneys” ordained by King Arthur[6]. Malory prominently into notice in the design of the brass
gives full details of several of these, to mention closure of the royal tomb of Henry Tudor and
but one summons.
his Queen in Westminster Abbey.
“And the cry was made that the day
of the jousts should be beside
Westminster upon Candlemas Day,
whereof many Knights were glad
and made them ready to be at these
jousts in the freshest manner. In
Book XIX we have a charming
description of ‘How Queen
Guenever rode on Maying with
certain Knights of the Round Table
and clad all in Green.’

Here Henry VIII established his Society of
Archers, the beginning of the Royal Artillery
Company incorporated by Royal Charter in
1537. And several magnificent tournaments were
held here in Queen Elizabeth’s time, when the
old Tothill was still standing.

“So it befell in the
month of May,
Queen
Guenever
(left) called unto her
Knights of the Table
Round; and she gave
them warning that
early
upon
the
morrow she would
ride on Maying into
the woods and fields
beside Westminster.
And I warn you that
there be none of you but that he be well horsed
and that ye all be clothed in green, either in silk,
or in cloth, and I shall bring with me ten ladies,
and every Knight shall have a lady behind him,

Before we bring these fragmentary notes on the
prehistoric mounds and circles of London to a
conclusion, as we are about to do, with a
description of an actual modern Gorsedd,
solemnized as in pre-Christian times, within a
stone circle on “some green spot, in the face of
the sun, the eye of Light,” with all the ancient
symbolic ceremonial laid down by the Founder,
it is important to glance at the historical evidence
that has reached us of the functions of a Gorsedd,
the “oldest educational institution in Europe”
(according to Matthew Arnold), an Institution,
moreover, not known out of Britain.
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